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APPENDICES
Postcode
Over the short term (next 5 years), what improvements do you feel should be
undertaken to any of the facilities listed above?
Please list here any other facilities you would like to see.
What leisure activities do you take part in? If other activities please list here
If you wish to comment on public transport please do so in the box below.
What else would you like to see done to encourage cycling in the Parish?
What concerns do you have about parking in Quinton? If other, please specify
Please comment below on the above concerns or on any other parking concerns you
have.
With regard to traffic calming measures, please tick those you want retained or added?
– If other suggestion, please write in box below.
Please write in below the names of any roads or junctions in the Parish that are danger
spots and in need of traffic calming or better traffic management.
The Community Infrastructure Levy provides funds for infrastructure improvements
across the Parish, such as when a new build development (11+ houses) occurs. In
such a case, please comment on what improvements you would like to see the Levy
money used for.
Would you be happy to see possible future housing built in some fields/land outside the
proposed built-up area boundary for Lower and Upper Quinton? If your answer is Yes,
please describe the locations which fields/land you see as suitable for possible future
housing using the map below.
If the fields/land you believe are suitable for future housing are in the Parish but NOT
shown on the Boundary map, then please describe their location below.
What priorities should the Neighbourhood Plan have in protecting the quality of the
existing built environment? If other, please explain below
What priorities should the Neighbourhood Plan have in protecting Quinton's natural
environment? If other, please explain below
Which three of the following are most important to you – Green Spaces? If other,
please explain below
Given that Quinton may have some further development in the next 15 years, are
there any specific areas or green spaces in the Parish that should be protected? Please
describe in the box below. Please identify by giving the nearest street name and by

using North, South, East or West indications.
Quinton Parish enjoys largely open views of the countryside and of Meon Hill. Our
historic church is also visible from many parts of the Quinton Parish. Please indicate
below which views (if any) you value and believe need protecting when/if new
developments are being considered.
Are you intending to stay living in the Parish (health permitting)? If no, then please
comment below on why you are likely to move away.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This report contains the results of the survey produced for the community by the
Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group, made up of local volunteers.
The survey was seen as important for the future development of Quinton Parish. It gave
residents the opportunity to tell the Group what they thought and what was most
important to them. It provided key information and evidence to help shape the plan for
Quinton.
In the introduction to the survey, residents were given the following preamble.
Quinton Parish is a thriving community favoured by attractive countryside – including the
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty around Meon Hill – with a mix of buildings and land
use reflecting developments over several centuries. We enjoy a rural setting with open
views together with a good range of modern facilities. It is important that we can retain
and protect the heritage that generations before us have developed whilst responding
sensitively to pressures within the parish including housing and transport.
The Neighbourhood Plan will give us the residents of Quinton the opportunity to set out a
positive vision for how we would like our parish to evolve over the next 15 years. It
should express the hopes of the whole community and help to improve the quality of all
our lives.

2.0 METHODOLOGY
The Performance, Consultation and Insight section at Stratford-on-Avon District Council
(SDC) offers its services as a market research agency to other District Councils, Parish
and Town Councils and other public bodies. All work undertaken by the Unit is done in
line with the Market Research Society’s Code of Conduct. The section was engaged by
Quinton Parish Council as they offer a fully comprehensive independent market research
project to eliminate bias from the Parish Council.
Each household in Quinton Parish (1111 properties) received two questionnaires for
completion by residents aged 16 or over. More questionnaires were made available at
the Post Office or if preferred they could complete the questionnaire on line at the
Neighbourhood Plan website www.quinton-plan.org. The website also contained links to
other information to help residents understand the Neighbourhood Plan and the planning
process.
The survey was distributed by volunteers on May 26th/27th/28th 2018, with a deadline of
June 30th. Completed questionnaires were returned in FREEPOST envelopes to SDC.
372 paper questionnaires were received and 41 surveys were completed online, making
a total of 413 responses.
All the information provided was processed by an independent third party, and Stratfordon-Avon District Council (SDC) aggregated and analysed the responses to create this
final report. This allowed complete confidentiality for the responses.
Charts and tables are used throughout the report to assist the interpretation of the
results. In some cases, anomalies appear due to “rounding”. The term “base” in the
tables and charts refers to the number of responses to a particular question. These are
shown with a bracket around the number.
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3.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
3.1

Community and Leisure Facilities


95% of residents were very satisfied or satisfied with the availability and
suitability of the medical facilities in the Parish and the village hall, with 92%
feeling likewise about the Primary School, 91% on preschool and childcare
facilities and 90% on dental facilities. The lowest satisfaction rating was for the
availability and suitability of pubs, where 56% were dissatisfied or very
dissatisfied.



Residents were asked to indicate what leisure activities they take part in.
Unsurprisingly top was walking (315 in Quinton, 208 elsewhere) and 230 said
they undertook gardening/tended to an allotment in Quinton. Also popular was
cycling with 133 riding in Quinton and 101 elsewhere. 66 run or jog in the parish
with 38 also going elsewhere to undertake it. 46 do indoor sports or fitness in
Quinton and 90 go elsewhere for it as well.

3.2

Transport, Traffic and Parking


5% use public transport on a daily basis for educational reasons. 6% for shopping
and 5% for recreation/leisure use it weekly.



89% never use public transport for employment and for health/medical reasons.



For those who never or rarely cycle, 58% felt more bicycle paths/facilities would
make a difference, with the same percentage feeling the same for paths etc
outside the Parish.



For parking, exactly half of respondents had no concerns, a third were worried
about parking around the school, just under one in ten had nowhere to park, and
a small number (5%) mentioned parking for shopping.



For traffic calming measures, 63% were keen to retain or add speed limiting
flashing signs, 57% wanted chicanes, 41% reduced speed limits and 34%
speedbumps.

3.3

Housing


91% of respondents felt that one large development (more than 20 houses) in
the future would not be suitable and 75% felt the same way about medium sized
developments (10-15 houses).



Respondents were keener about a mixture of small and medium developments
with 66% saying they would be very suitable and 25% quite suitable. 84%
answered very or quite suitable for small developments (fewer than 10 houses)
and 71% answered the same way for a mixture of small and medium
developments.



For types of new property, three types were more important than others with
77% of residents saying two-bedroom homes were very or quite important. 75%
answered the same way for both three-bedroomed homes and bungalows. 36%
of residents rated affordable housing as very important and 33% quite important.
Flats with 76% and maisonettes with 73% were recorded as not important to
residents. 62% rated four or more bedroom properties as not important.
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For any new developments, 94% felt it was very important to have effective
drainage and flood protection, 89% adequate off street parking spaces across the
development and 84% a design that respects the size and appearance of the
existing village.



The least important feature was for the use of traditional local building materials,
where a rating of 9% not important and 29% quite important was recorded.



To promote the quality of any new buildings, 99% felt it very or quite important
to see adequate parking on the building plot itself, which includes 87% saying it
is very important. 97% felt it very or quite important that there should be high
levels of energy conservation, 96% felt likewise about having adequate storage
areas, 95% the same about having high security standards and 93% having
broadband ‘fibre for the home’.



There was less importance put on a couple of factors. 31% felt it not at all
important to have electric charging for cars and 28% for buildings that are
modern and innovative.



Exactly nine out of ten respondents felt it very or quite important that the
provision for new housing should have deigns for people with reduced mobility
(typically includes wide doors, wheelchair ramps, high electric points etc.)



88% of residents felt it very or quite important that the provision of new housing
should include sheltered accommodation (typically for elderly, disabled or
vulnerable people which included some form of support care) and 82% answered
the way for young families/starter homes (i.e. new build homes for first time
buyers aged between 23 to 40). Least important was providing housing for people
with local connections (a clause which makes the property only available to such
people), 24% rated it not important.



In terms of ownership/tenure in any new development, 90% (54% very/36%
quite important) wanted privately owned, 75% rated rented properties as very or
quite important and 25% felt it not important to develop homes for shared
ownership (means you buy a share of your home (25-75%) and pay rent on the
rest).



31% strongly agree or agree that in principle to allow demolition or conversion of
an existing single building to deliver two or more dwellings. 40% disagree or
strongly disagree.

3.4

Infrastructure


3.5

For infrastructure improvements, over half of respondents indicated roads (53%)
and mobile phone reception (52%) as in urgent need of improvements. Four in
ten went for the provision of mains gas and pavement/footpath improvements.
There was little support of improvements to the water supply (7%) and sewerage
(14%).
Landscape, Buildings and Green Spaces



82% of those surveyed would not be happy to see possible future housing built in
some fields/land outside the proposed built-up area boundary for Lower and
Upper Quinton. 10% would be happy and 8% were unsure or had no opinion.
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To help protect the quality of the existing built environment, 83% wished to see
the preservation of the views of Meon Hill and the Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty as much as possible. Exactly seven out of ten wanted the preservation of
the existing identities of the individual villages and hamlets within the parish and
exactly six out of ten wanted to ensure that any new building minimises the
impact on the rural character of Quinton. The priority of least importance to
residents was the promotion of a high level of energy efficiency in new buildings –
20%.



To protect the natural environment, 87% wanted to preserve mature trees and
hedgerows including woodland, 78% to preserve the countryside footpaths and
bridleways and 71% preserve local wildlife habitats. The least important priority
was to minimise light pollution (23%).



For open spaces, exactly six out of ten respondents wished to see a full Green
Spaces Plan to manage the future needs of existing green spaces, just over half
(54%) more work to protect local wildlife habitats and the planting of more trees
(52%). The least important measure was more help for volunteers to manage
open green spaces (19%).

3.6

Employment and Business


Of the 52 respondents who ran a business in Quinton Parish, 40 (77%) ran it
mainly or solely from home and 12 (23%) from other premises.



10 respondents ran a consultancy and 8 offered IT/business services.



Asked what difficulties they experienced in running a business in Quinton, 85%
has a poor mobile phone reception and 77% poor broadband.



95% had adequate business premises to work from.

3.7

Respondent Profile


8% of the sample were aged between 16 and 34, 35% between 35 and 54, 45%
between 55 and 74, and 12% 75 plus.



27% of the sample had lived in the Parish between one and five years, 24%
between 11 and 20 years and 23% between 21 and 40 years.



81% of residents were intending to stay living the Parish (health permitting), 7%
were not and 12% did not know or were not prepared to say.
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4.0 RESULTS IN DETAIL
4.1

Community and Leisure Facilities

Residents were asked to provide their postcode and these are listed in full in the
Appendix (360 postcodes).
Given a list of facilities in Quinton residents were asked for their satisfaction levels on
their availability and suitability.
95% of residents were very satisfied or satisfied with the availability and suitability of
the medical facilities in the Parish and the village hall, with 92% feeling likewise about
the Primary School, 91% on preschool and childcare facilities and 90% on dental
facilities.
The lowest satisfaction rating was for the availability and suitability of pubs, where 56%
were dissatisfied or very dissatisfied.
Over the short term (next five years), residents were asked for the improvements they
feel should be undertaken to any of the facilities listed. 254 responses were made and
are included in the Appendix.
Asked what other facilities residents would like to see, 157 responses were made and
are included in the Appendix.
Chart 1:

Satisfaction with the availability and suitability of
facilities in Quinton
%

59

Medical (381)

47

Dental (302)
Village Hall (354)

42

Primary School (166)

40

For the young (under 6) (127)

15

For sport, leisure, exercise &
recreation (323)

14

Very Satisfied

8

Satisfied

8 2

53

51
62
71

61

14

67

17

For the elderly (65 plus) (182)

43

56

20

Shops and food outlets (401)

41

52

35

Preschool and childcare (139)

Pub (353)

36

13

61

15

58
36
Dissatisfied

Base: (All Respondents) Shown in ()
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Residents were asked to indicate what leisure activities they take part in. Unsurprisingly
top was walking (315 in Quinton, 208 elsewhere) and 230 said they undertook
gardening/tended to an allotment in Quinton. Also popular was cycling with 133 riding in
Quinton and 101 elsewhere. 66 run or jog in the parish with 38 also going elsewhere to
undertake it. 46 do indoor sports or fitness in Quinton and 90 go elsewhere for it as
well.
Asked what other activities they do, 34 were mentioned and these are listed in the
Appendix.
Table 1:
What leisure activities do you take part in?

Walking, including dog walking (347)
Running or jogging (83)
Cycling (158)
Horse riding (25)
Visual arts, crafts (74)
Music and performing arts (114)
Football (32)
Other outdoor sports or fitness (98)
Other indoor sports or fitness (128)
Gardening/allotment (242)
Other (25)
Base: (All Respondents) Shown in ()
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In
Quinton
(Number)
315
66
133
5
34
42
5
22
46
230
13

Elsewhere
(Number)
208
38
101
23
53
94
27
84
90
21
13
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4.2

Transport, Traffic and Parking

Residents were asked for their frequency in using public transport for various activities.
5% use public transport on a daily basis for educational reasons. 6% for shopping and
5% for recreation/leisure use it weekly.
89% never use public transport for employment and for health/medical reasons.
Comments were asked for on public transport with the 116 responses made included in
the Appendix.
Chart 2:

How frequently do you use public transport?
%
Employment (360) 220
16

Education (352)

89

510
11

93

Recreation/leisure (382) 1 5 2 8

27

Shopping (379) 2 6 2 6

18

Health/medical (354) 0
1
02 7

Daily

Weekly

Fortnightly

58

66

89

Monthly

Base: (All Respondents) Shown in ()
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For those who never or rarely cycle, 58% felt more bicycle paths/facilities would make a
difference, with the same percentage feeling the same for paths etc outside the Parish.
111 responses are included in the Appendix when asked what could be done to
encourage cycling in the Parish.
Chart 3:
If you never or rarely cycle, would bicycle paths/facilities
make a difference?
%

Inside the Parish (352)

58

42

Outside the Parish (318)

58

42

Yes

No

Base: (All Respondents) Shown in ()
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The issue of parking was next raised and residents asked for their concerns in Quinton.
Exactly half of respondents had no concerns, a third were worried about parking around
the school, just under one in ten (8%) had nowhere to park, and a small number (5%)
mentioned parking for shopping.
45 other concerns were mentioned and these are included in the Appendix.
Asked to comment on the concerns raised, 136 responses were received and these are
listed in the Appendix.
Chart 4:
What concerns do you have about parking in Quinton?

No concerns

50

School parking

34

Nowhere to park

Parking for shopping

Other

8

5

14

Base: (All Respondents: 379)
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Feedback on traffic calming measures was then sought. Using different measures
residents were asked if they wished to see them retained or added.
63% were keen to retain or add speed limiting flashing signs, 57% wanted chicanes,
41% reduced speed limits and 34% speedbumps. There were 37 responses for other
suggestions and these are listed in the Appendix.
There were 180 responses when asked to give names of any roads or junctions in the
Parish that are danger spots and in need of traffic calming or better traffic management.
These are listed in the Appendix.
Chart 5:
What regard to traffic calming measures, please tick
those you want retained or added?

Speed limiting flashing signs

63

Chicanes

57

Reduced speed limit

41

Speed bumps

Other suggestions

34

10

Base: (All Respondents: 360)
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4.3

Housing

Residents were given the following information, before answering the next set of
questions:
In answering questions on Housing and Building please ignore both the ongoing
expansion of Meon Vale and the future large development at Long Marston Airfield.
These are outside the scope of the Quinton Neighbourhood Plan and this survey. In Meon
Vale, only those houses within the Parish boundary are receiving a copy of this survey.
Please note that at present Quinton Parish has just about met its share of the housing
requirement for Stratford District up to 2031 when we include the new Quinton Fields
and Swithins Wood developments in Lower Quinton. However if other housing schemes
across Stratford District do not proceed in full, then other sites will be needed to make
up any difference. A consultation is underway therefore by Stratford District Council to
identify potential ‘reserve sites’ for housing which could be considered in such
circumstances, including in Quinton Parish.
91% of respondents felt that one large development (more than 20 houses) in the future
would not be suitable and 75% felt the same way about medium sized developments
(10-15 houses).
Respondents were keener about a mixture of small and medium developments with 66%
saying they would be very suitable and 25% quite suitable. 84% answered very or quite
suitable for small developments (fewer than 10 houses) and 71% answered the same
way for a mixture of small and medium developments.
Chart 6:

How suitable for Quinton Parish do you feel the following
sizes of any new future developments would be?
%
One large development (e.g.
more than 20 houses) (376)

91

Medium sized developments
(10-15 houses) (368)

75

Small developments (e.g.
fewer than 10 houses) (386)

Individual plots (373)

A mixture of small and
medium developments (372)

Not suitable

6 3

21

45

39

26

16

45

29

66

25

Quite suitable

Very suitable

Base: (All Respondents) Shown in ()
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Given a list of types of new property, residents were asked to rate how important they
were to them.
Three types were more important than others with 77% of residents saying twobedroom homes were very or quite important. 75% answered the same way for both
three-bedroomed homes and bungalows.
36% of residents rated affordable housing as very important and 33% quite important.
Flats with 76% and maisonettes with 73% were recorded as not important to residents.
62% rated four or more bedroom properties as not important.
Chart 7:

What importance would you give to the following types of
new property?
%
One bedroom homes (332)
Two bedroom homes (350)
Three bedroom homes (346)

50
23
25
62
41
76

31

Quite important
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13
34
17

73

Base: (All Respondents) Shown in ()

33
25

25

Maisonettes (328)

Not important

33

42

Flats (332)

Affordable housing (360)

17

44

Four or more bedrooms (333)
Bungalows (357)

33

21
33

36

Very important

7
6
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Residents were given a list of features for any new developments and asked to rate their
importance.
94% felt it was very important to have effective drainage and flood protection, 89%
adequate off street parking spaces across the development and 84% a design that
respects the size and appearance of the existing village.
The least important feature was for the use of traditional local building materials, where
a rating of 9% not important and 29% quite important was recorded.
Chart 8:

What importance would you give to the following
features for any new developments in Quinton?
Design that respects the size &
appearance of the existing
village (390)

%
3

Use of traditional local building
materials (384)

13
9

84
29

Adequate off street parking
spaces across the development 2 10
(387)
Communal greens & open
spaces (388)

3

Adequate green space and
2
gardens (389)
Proper landscaping (e.g. trees,
2
shrubs for screening) (395)

89

17

80

16

82

19

79

Effective drainage and flood
15
protection (390)

Not important

62

94

Quite important

Base: (All Respondents) Shown in ()
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Residents were asked for their views on what the Neighbourhood Plan should contain to
promote the quality of any new buildings.
99% felt it very or quite important to see adequate parking on the building plot itself,
which includes 87% saying it is very important.
97% felt it very or quite important that there should be high levels of energy
conservation, 96% felt likewise about having adequate storage areas, 95% the same
about having high security standards and 93% having broadband ‘fibre for the home’.
There was less importance put on a couple of factors. 31% felt it not at all important to
have electric charging for cars and 28% for buildings that are modern and innovative.
Chart 9:
How important is it for the Neighbourhood Plan to promote the
quality of any new buildings through the following?
%
Adequate parking on the building
plot itself (395)

87

High levels of energy conservation
(387)

65

High security standards (e.g.
doors, windows) (385)

24

Very important

Quite important

Base: (All Respondents) Shown in ()
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4

31

65

28

5

29

45

2

3

35

67

Broadband 'Fibre for the home'
(385)
Buildings that are modern and
innovative (382)

32

60

Adequate storage areas (e.g.
waste bins, cycles) (386)

Electric charging for cars (378)

12

28

44

6

28

Not at all important
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Exactly nine out of ten respondents felt it very or quite important that the provision for
new housing should have deigns for people with reduced mobility (typically includes wide
doors, wheelchair ramps, high electric points etc.)
88% of residents felt it very or quite important that the provision of new housing should
include sheltered accommodation (typically for elderly, disabled or vulnerable people
which included some form of support care) and 82% answered the way for young
families/starter homes (i.e. new build homes for first time buyers aged between 23 to
40).
Least important was providing housing for people with local connections (a clause which
makes the property only available to such people), 24% rated it not important.
Chart 10:

What importance would you give to the provision of new
housing for each of the following groups?
%
Sheltered accommodation
(388)

12

For people with reduced
mobility (386)

11

Young families/starter
homes (382)

For people with local
connections (390)

Not important

48

40

53

16

38

24

31

Quite important

Base: (All Respondents) Shown in ()
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37

46

45
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In terms of ownership/tenure in any new development, 90% (54% very/36% quite
important) wanted privately owned, 75% rated rented properties as very or quite
important and 25% felt it not important to develop homes for shared ownership (means
you buy a share of your home (25-75%) and pay rent on the rest).
Chart 11:

What importance would you give to the type of
ownership/tenure in any new development?
%

Privately owned (377)

10

36

Rented (377)

25

Shared ownership (376)

25

Not important

54

53

22

49

Quite important

26

Very important

Base: (All Respondents) Shown in ()

31% strongly agree or agree that in principle to allow demolition or conversion of an
existing single building to deliver two or more dwellings. 40% disagree or strongly
disagree.
Chart 12:
Do you agree in principle with allowing demolition or
conversion of an existing single building to deliver two or
more dwellings?

6%
21%
23%

19%

32%

Strongly agree

Agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Base: (All Respondents: 399)
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4.4

Infrastructure

Residents were given a definition of infrastructure - the basic physical structures and
facilities needed for society to operate effectively on a day to day basis, e.g. buildings,
roads, power supplies, communications etc.
Residents were given a list of infrastructure types and asked which three should be
improved urgently.
Over half of respondents indicated roads (53%) and mobile phone reception (52%) as in
urgent need of improvements. Four in ten went for the provision of mains gas and
pavement/footpath improvements.
There was little support of improvements to the water supply (7%) and sewerage
(14%).
Chart 13:
Do you see improvement in any of the following as
urgent?
Roads

53

Mobile phone reception

52

Provision of Mains Gas

40

Pavement/footpaths

39

Broadband

%

36

Drainage

26

Sewerage

14

Water supply

7
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

Base: (All Respondents: 359)

The Community Infrastructure Levy provides funds for infrastructure improvements
across the Parish, such as when a new build development (11+ houses) occurs.
Residents were asked to comment on what improvements they would like to see the
Levy money used for. 221 responses were received and these are included in the
Appendix.
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4.5

Landscape, Buildings and Green Spaces

Stratford District Council (SDC) have proposed a Built Up Area Boundary for both Lower
and Upper Quinton within which further development might take place subject to normal
planning rules. It is SDC’s preference that our Neighbourhood Plan includes a Built-Up
Area Boundary taking account of SDC’s proposal and views expressed by residents. A
map of the boundary proposed by SDC was included as part of this survey.
82% of those surveyed would not be happy to see possible future housing built in some
fields/land outside the proposed built-up area boundary for Lower and Upper Quinton.
10% would be happy and 8% were unsure or had no opinion.
Those who were happy were asked to describe the location of fields/land that would see
as suitable for possible future housing – the 8 responses are included in the Appendix.
If the fields/land they believed possible for future housing in the Parish but were not
shown on the Boundary map (shown after Chart 13), residents were asked to describe
their location. 28 written responses were made and these are included in the Appendix.
The rest were drawn on the map.
Chart 14:
Would you be happy to see possible future housing built
in some fields/land outside the proposed built-up area
boundary for Lower and Upper Quinton?

8%

10%

82%

Yes

No

No opinion/not sure

Base: (All Respondents: 402)
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Residents were asked to indicate the three most important priorities from a list of six
that would help to protect the quality of the existing built environment.
83% wished to see the preservation of the views of Meon Hill and the Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty as much as possible. Exactly seven out of ten wanted the
preservation of the existing identities of the individual villages and hamlets within the
parish and exactly six out of ten wanted to ensure that any new building minimises the
impact on the rural character of Quinton.
The priority of least importance to residents was the promotion of a high level of energy
efficiency in new buildings – 20%.
Other responses were given and the 14 received are listed in the Appendix.
Table 2:
What priorities should the Neighbourhood Plan have in
protecting the quality of the existing built environment?
Preserve the views of Meon Hill and the Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty as much as possible
Preserve the existing identities of the individual villages and
hamlets within the parish
Ensure that any new building minimises the impact on the rural
character of Quinton
Improve flood prevention measures
The design of new buildings should complement existing local
styles/materials
Promote a high level of energy efficiency in new buildings
Other
Base: (All Respondents)

Number

%

323

83

275

70

236

60

115
102

29
26

78
11
(391)

20
3

Residents were given a list of five priorities and asked to select three that would protect
Quinton’s natural environment.
87% wanted to preserve mature trees and hedgerows including woodland, 78% to
preserve the countryside footpaths and bridleways and 71% preserve local wildlife
habitats.
The least important priority was to minimise light pollution (23%).
Other responses were given and the 11 received are included in the Appendix.
Table 3:
What priorities should the Neighbourhood Plan have in
protecting Quinton’s natural environment?
Preserve mature trees and hedgerows including woodland
Preserve countryside footpaths and bridleways
Preserve local wildlife habitats
Minimise the level of noise/disturbance caused by development
Minimise light pollution
Other
Base: (All Respondents)
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Number

%

347
312
284
138
91
8
(398)

87
78
71
35
23
2
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Residents were told that green spaces are any open spaces of land that are accessible to
the public. This can include: playing fields and sports pitches, wildlife areas, parks,
community gardens, greens, playgrounds and cemeteries. The National Planning Policy
Framework gives local communities the opportunity to protect very important green
areas by designating them as ‘Local green spaces’. This prevents them from being built
on in all but exceptional circumstances.
With this in mind residents were asked to select three priorities from a list of six.
Exactly six out of ten respondents wished to see a full Green Spaces Plan to manage the
future needs of existing green spaces, just over half (54%) more work to protect local
wildlife habitats and the planting of more trees (52%).
The least important measure was more help for volunteers to manage open green
spaces (19%).
12 other responses were made and these are listed in the Appendix.
Table 4:
Which three of the following are most important to you?
Full Green Spaces Plan to manage future needs of existing green
spaces
More work to protect local wildlife habitats
Planting of more trees
More open green spaces linked to green corridors
Better day-to-day care of existing open green spaces
More help for volunteers to manage open green spaces
Other
Base: (All Respondents)

Number
237

%
60

216
205
195
193
74
7
(397)

54
52
49
49
19
2

Given that Quinton may have some further development in the next 15 years; residents
were asked to describe any specific areas or green spaces in the Parish that should be
protected. The full list of 223 responses is included in the Appendix.
Quinton Parish enjoys largely open views of the countryside and of Meon Hill. The
historic church is also visible from many parts of the Quinton Parish. Residents were
asked to indicate which views they valued and believed needed protecting when or if
new developments are considered. The full list of 283 responses is included in the
Appendix.
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4.6 Employment and Business
This section was only completed by those respondents who ran a business in the Parish.
Of the 52 respondents who did so, 40 (77%) ran it mainly or solely from home and 12
(23%) from other premises.
Chart 15:
Is your business in the Parish run mainly/solely from
home or from other premises?

23%

77%

From other premises

Mainly or solely from home

Base: (Those who run a business in Parish: 52)

10 respondents ran a consultancy and 8 offered IT/business services.
Table 5:
Which sector best describes your business activity?
Consultancy
IT / Business Services
Farming / Horticulture
Tourism / Leisure
Food / Catering
Building Trade
Arts & Crafts
Retail
Manufacturing
Other
Base: (Those who run a business in the Parish)
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Number
10
8
4
4
3
2
1
1
0
17
(50)

%
20
16
8
8
6
4
2
2
0
34
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Asked what difficulties they experienced, 85% has a poor mobile phone reception and
77% poor broadband. Asked about any other difficulties there were 4 replies and these
are listed in the Appendix.
Table 6:
Do you experience difficulties with the following?
Poor mobile phone reception
Poor broadband
Parking
Lack of local childcare facilities
Recruiting trainees / apprentices
Recruiting trained / experienced staff
Other difficulties
Base: (Those who run a business in the Parish)

Number
33
30
3
1
1
1
1
(39)

%
85
77
8
3
3
3
3

95% had adequate business premises to work from. Two responses were given for those
who felt they are inadequate and these are included in the Appendix.
Chart 16:
If you work from business premises, are they…?

5%

95%

Adequate

Inadequate

Base: (Those who run a business in the Parish: 21)
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4.7 Respondent Profile
8% of the sample were aged between 16 and 34, 35% between 35 and 54, 45%
between 55 and 74, and 12% 75 plus.
Table 7:
In which age group do you belong?
16-17
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75 plus
Base: (All Respondents)

Number
1
5
28
63
78
80
103
47
(405)

%
0
1
7
16
19
20
25
12

27% of the sample had lived in the Parish between one and five years, 24% between 11
and 20 years and 23% between 21 and 40 years.
Chart 17:
How many years have you lived in the Parish?

8%

5%

27%

23%

13%

24%

Less than 1 year

1-5

6-10

Base: (All Respondents: 405)
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81% of residents were intending to stay living the Parish (health permitting), 7% were
not and 12% did not know or were not prepared to say.
37 responses were made when asked to comment on why they were likely to move
away. These are included in the Appendix.
Chart 18:
Are you intending to stay living in the Parish?

12%

7%

81%

Yes

No

Do not know/not prepared to say

Base: (All Respondents: 406)
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APPENDIX
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POSTCODE
CV37

CV37 8QP

CV37 8SB

CV37

CV37 8QP

CV37 8SB

CV37 5TB

CV37 8QS

CV37 8SB

CV37 7RZ

CV37 8QS

CV37 8SB

CV37 89J

CV37 8QS

CV37 8SB

CV37 8LG

CV37 8QS

CV37 8SD

CV37 8LG

CV37 8QS

CV37 8SE

CV37 8LJ

CV37 8QS

CV37 8SE

CV37 8LJ

CV37 8QS

CV37 8SE

CV37 8LJ

CV37 8QS

CV37 8SE

CV37 8LL

CV37 8QS

CV37 8SE

CV37 8LQ

CV37 8QT

CV37 8SE

CV37 8LQ

CV37 8QT

CV37 8SE

CV37 8PJ

CV37 8QU

CV37 8SE

CV37 8PJ

CV37 8QU

CV37 8SE

CV37 8PJ

CV37 8QU

CV37 8SE

CV37 8PJ

CV37 8QU

CV37 8SE

CV37 8PJ

CV37 8QU

CV37 8SE

CV37 8PJ

CV37 8QU

CV37 8SE

CV37 8PJ

CV37 8QU

CV37 8SE

CV37 8PJ

CV37 8QW

CV37 8SE

CV37 8PJ

CV37 8QZ

CV37 8SE

CV37 8QP

CV37 8QZ

CV37 8SF

CV37 8QP

CV37 8RT

CV37 8SF

CV37 8QP

CV37 8RY

CV37 8SF

CV37 8QP

CV37 8RZ

CV37 8SF

CV37 8QP

CV37 8RZ

CV37 8SF

CV37 8QP

CV37 8RZ

CV37 8SF

CV37 8QP

CV37 8RZ

CV37 8SF

CV37 8QP

CV37 8RZ

CV37 8SF

CV37 8QP

CV37 8RZ

CV37 8SF

CV37 8QP

CV37 8RZ

CV37 8SF

CV37 8QP

CV37 8RZ

CV37 8SF

CV37 8QP

CV37 8RZ

CV37 8SF

CV37 8QP

CV37 8SB

CV37 8SF

CV37 8QP

CV37 8SB

CV37 8SF

CV37 8QP

CV37 8SB

CV37 8SG

CV37 8QP

CV37 8SB

CV37 8SG

CV37 8QP

CV37 8SB

CV37 8SG

CV37 8QP

CV37 8SB

CV37 8SG

CV37 8QP

CV37 8SB

CV37 8SH

CV37 8QP

CV37 8SB

CV37 8SH

CV37 8QP

CV37 8SS

CV37 8SH
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CV37 8SH

CV37 8SR

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SH

CV37 8SR

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SH

CV37 8SR

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SH

CV37 8SR

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SH

CV37 8SR

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SH

CV37 8SR

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SH

CV37 8SR

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SH

CV37 8SR

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SH

CV37 8SR

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SH

CV37 8SR

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SJ

CV37 8SR

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SL

CV37 8SR.

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SL

CV37 8SS

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SL

CV37 8SS

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SL

CV37 8SS

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SP

CV37 8SS

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SP

CV37 8SS

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SP

CV37 8SS

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SP

CV37 8SS

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SP

CV37 8SS

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SP

CV37 8SS

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SP

CV37 8ST

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SP

CV37 8ST

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SP

CV37 8ST

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SP

CV37 8ST

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SP

CV37 8SU

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SP

CV37 8SU

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SP

CV37 8SU

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SQ

CV37 8SU

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SQ

CV37 8SU

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SQ

CV37 8SU

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SQ

CV37 8SU

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SQ

CV37 8SU

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SQ

CV37 8SU

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SQ

CV37 8SW

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SQ

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SQ

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SQ

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SQ

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SQ

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SQ

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SQ

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SY

CV37 8SR

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SY

CV37 8SR

CV37 8SX

CV37 8SZ
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CV37 8SZ

CV37 8TF

CV37 8WJ

CV37 8SZ

CV37 8TF

CV37 8WP

CV37 8SZ

CV37 8TF

CV37 8WQ

CV37 8SZ

CV37 8TF

CV37 8WQ

CV37 8SZ

CV37 8TF

CV37 8WQ

CV37 8SZ

CV37 8TF

CV37 8WR

CV37 8TA

CV37 8TH

CV37 8WR

CV37 8TA

CV37 8TH

CV37 8WR

CV37 8TA

CV37 8TH

CV37 8WS

CV37 8TA

CV37 8TJ

CV37 8WS

CV37 8TA

CV37 8TJ

CV37 8WS

CV37 8TA

CV37 8TJ

CV37 8WS

CV37 8TA

CV37 8TJ

CV37 8WS

CV37 8TA

CV37 8TJ

CV37 8WS

CV37 8TA

CV37 8TJ

CV37 8WT

CV37 8TA

CV37 8TJ

CV37 8WU

CV37 8TA

CV37 8TJ

CV37 8WU

CV37 8TB

CV37 8TJ

CV37 8WW

CV37 8TB

CV37 8TJ

CV37 8WW

CV37 8TB

CV37 8TJ

CV37 8WW

CV37 8TB

CV37 8TJ

CV37 8WW

CV37 8TB

CV37 8TJ

CV37 8WX

CV37 8TB

CV37 8TJ

CV37 8WX

CV37 8TD

CV37 8TJ

CV37 8WX

CV37 8TE

CV37 8TJ

CV37 8WX

CV37 8TE

CV37 8TJ

CV37 8WX

CV37 8TE

CV37 8TJ

CV37 8WX

CV37 8TE

CV37 8TJ

CV37 8WY

CV37 8TF

CV37 8TJ

CV37 8WY

CV37 8TF

CV37 8TJ

CV37 8WY

CV37 8TF

CV37 8TJ

CV37 8WY

CV37 8TF

CV37 8TS

CV37 8YF

CV37 8TF

CV37 8US

GL55 6TQ

CV37 8TF

CV37 8US

GL55 6TQ

CV37 8TF

CV37 8UU

CV37 8SX

CV37 8TF

CV37 8UU

CV37 8WQ

CV37 8TF

CV37 8UU

CV37 8WQ

CV37 8TF

CV37 8WB

CV37 8QP

CV37 8TF

CV37 8WD

CV37 8ST

CV37 8TF

CV37 8WD

CV37 8TJ

CV37 8TF

CV37 8WG

CV37 8WY

CV37 8TF

CV37 8WG

CV37 8RY

CV37 8TF

CV37 8WJ

CV37 8RY

CV37 8TF

CV37 8WJ

CV37 8WE
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CV37 8SQ
CV37 8QU

CV37 8QT
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Over the short term (next 5 years), what improvements do you feel should be
undertaken to any of the facilities listed above?
Medical Centre will need more Dr's, pharmacies etc, if another isn't built. School will be
overcrowded and standards drop if another isn't built.
Drs Medical Centre will need improving.
Don't go there any more, food is poor (Pub)
The current tenants are not encouraging local people - food is basic. Pub is not looking
attractive outside - dead hanging baskets for example.
Consider tennis courts and bowling green to be built., Pub exterior needs smartening up
plus should engage more with village clubs, societies etc.
Hopefully new school and doctors etc to be built down Meon Vale as we were informed
when the houses were built to stop the congestion in our village; i.e. traffic and
pedestrians.
New owner of the pub.
Re-develop the sports facilities - cricket, tennis and not just football
The pub should have a qualified chef running the kitchen, so decent food can be
enjoyed. It would be great if Quinton had its own children’s football team. More
activities, youth club for teenagers, bigger skate ramp.
None required
Pub at Meon Vale
Medical - more helpful in trying to get appointments - maybe opening later one day a
week to help people who work to get an appointment. Swimming Pool to be built
alongside the gym at Meon Vale. To stop building houses on fields that help to maintain
a person’s exercise - dog walking/running etc.
Introduction of a pub into Meon Vale. Introduction of takeaway etc - small vibrant
village feel.
Pub on Meon Vale - Quality chain - not Hungry Horse/Family friendly and suitably priced
(not a la carte). More shops, takeaways - village high street (Meon Vale)
Extra medical facilities and school facilities will be needed given the proposed house
building developments.
The College Arms is a beautiful pub, but it needs a decent landlord. It's important that
it's kept as a public house as it is an amenity for all and should not be re-developed into
housing/house.
I use other medical and dental practices in S/U/A. As an older person, I really cannot
fairly comment on schools etc.
Improvements on parking facilities for the primary school. It seems more children now
attending and possible increase in future with parking/housing development. Better
promotions by pub to encourage locals to use it.
It would be good if the playground at the village hall and also at the Fadway could be
updated with new equipment. The metal slide at the hall playing field is in a bad state of
repair.
Road improvement, infrastructure. Planning permission is a concern; more houses need
careful consideration of the above.
Improved shopping facilities.
Crossing on Wellington Avenue needs to be told to people that it's a crossing. I've been
abused from drivers about this crossing.
Expand medical/dental due to availability of appointments and will only get worse with
village/area expansion.
Improve the provision of the local shops and pub to cope with village size.
A cafe on Meon Vale. A more professional approach to the Meon Village Hall/structured
activities. More activities for under 6.
Medical facilities/dental facilities and school have not kept pace with increasing
population. These areas need serious upgrading to service the village adequately.
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My church activities are vital to me.
Sporting/craft activities for young children.
Pub needs updating i.e. new decor. We generally travel to other pubs rather than use
the one on our doorstep.
New medical centre, due to housing expansion.
New medical centre, due to housing expansion.
Need a friendly and well-run pub. Has not been run by people who know how to run a
country pub. The Irish know how to do it. Bring back the Black Horse or College Arms
25/30 years ago.
The dentist should improve now they have a new dentist. We don't find the pub
particularly friendly (the College Arms). The village hall in Meon Vale is a great facility
but needs cleaning and a bit of TLC (heating is broken). We like the community events
e.g. summer fetes.
I'm hoping the sports and recreation area will get bigger.
Pub development. Improve appearance of frontage of Chinese takeaway.
Ban HGV deliveries before 7am Upper Quinton.
Ban HGV vehicles through Upper Quinton.
Expand sport and leisure facilities, include swimming pool. Limited food outlets,
additional pub.
1. The pub needs to be managed better and become more community minded. 2. More
pubs would be good.
1. Pub needs to be managed better and more evening entertainment. 2 More food
outlets would be appreciated.
New supermarket. Pub.
Post office at Meon Vale shop, on the last 3 occasions the P.O at Quinton has been
closed for a number of excuses/reasons, annoying. Pub at M.V.
The local pub - more affordable prices to get the locals back in also carvery for family.
Access to the Green Walk provided nearer to the village.
A better pub. More sports provision.
The pub is in desperate need of improvement. More facilities for sport such as football
goals and cricket nets. Perhaps even a golf net at the sports ground.
Doesn't matter what we want, the powers that be will carry on and do exactly what they
want to.
Lack of shops and leisure facilities in village, closest is Meon Vale. Doctors and dentists
cannot cope with amount of people moving into the area.
There is a lack of leisure facilities and shops. This has been improved by facilities at
Meon Vale but I believe these are outside the boundaries. The doctor’s surgery is very
oversubscribed with the amount of new patients in its area.
Local pub to be made more of a feature of the village, not much effort made to get
locals in at present.
The pub needs investment and leadership as it's not some where you would be attracted
to unless you are a local. Primary school looks dated and uncared for.
Village hall - I have attended several classes i.e. yoga, tai chi, but the hall is badly
cleaned and the ceiling too tall to hear the teacher. Meon leisure centre offers few
classes and is definitely in need of a swimming pool
Village hall - needs a good clean and ceiling too high for any classes
It would be nice to have a swimming pool closer. As the village grows it may benefit
from a better fruit/veg shop and bakery. A coffee shop/cafe would be useful
More medical availability / Options for recreation
It is a shame that the pub has not been well managed during my time in the village (9
years) shops are limited to the post office stores and a poor take away. More quality
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would improve facilities and perhaps a deli/bakery at the pub would improve its use
Dental - appointments are difficult to obtain / Pub - needs happier management and
quality food
Improve pub particularly the food side
Pub very badly run, food and drink prices very expensive
Pub needs to be upgraded and improved. Chinese/chip shop to be improved
Medical and dental facilities extended if further building takes place
The pub needs to be sold by the brewery to a freehold chain, it is shocking. The chip
shop is a cash scam
Pub requires to improve food
More for youngsters and teenagers to do, for example youth clubs, sports clubs / More
doctors available and or appointments to be made available to book both in advance
and on the day. Good quality food outlets would be an added bonus
Make the pub more welcoming
Sports club and bar, swimming pool, sauna steam room
More shops / A village pub that actually runs well / A swimming pool would be nice /
Being able to cross from Meon Vale to Quinton safely
Dental and medical needs more doctors/dentists with all these new properties/patients
the two services are overrun
More places primary school, pre-school and childcare so enough for those that want to
use them without going out of village
It would be good if the beautiful and beautifully situated pub College Arms could be well
managed and become more of a community hub
Roads need repair, bus stops need to be put back where they were (school stop and
stop outside Quinton House now too close together) very few people use new stops, rain
gulley’s are not cleaned owing to positioning in car parks
The pub has changed owners frequently which has meant lots of changes and ultimately
less community involvement. Not sure if anything can be done other than reviewing
reasons why each has failed - costs/rents too high?
Decent pub offering nice food and drink with nice staff / School to be more involved in
community
The pub has been a great disappointment for years, new ownership is required
Would love to walk through the woods but often told can't go in there so some safety
around there. Picnic area - there is supposed to be one near woods but not sure what
happened to it
Meon Vale has houses but no heart, Lower Quinton is a mess, looks like a council estate
Sufficient provision of reception places at school
The local pub is a disaster area with several changes of management will all failing to
provide the right village pub atmosphere and service, there is little or nothing for
youngsters to do
There are excellent facilities locally at the school and Cygnets Avenue fantastic.
However, there is not enough childcare provision for the increased housing/families in
the area
A cost-effective menu at the College Arms / Takeaways that can be delivered or picked
up more easily without going into Stratford. / More play items at the park
More food shops
Facilities need to keep pace with building stock
Swimming pool at the leisure centre
Tennis courts would benefit all age groups. Bowling green and club house for the older
people. The car wash by Meon Vale returned back to a petrol station and car wash. More
day time keep fit classes in the village hall
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The public house is very poor compared to what it was several years ago. The shop is
overpriced although the one at Meon Vale is good
Could do with another shop/pub and takeaway considering the volume of people here
now / Dedicated dog walk/park / The medical and dental facilities will need to expand to
accommodate newcomers
Another doctor’s surgery or more doctors is essential as the increased number of
patience
A pub/restaurant in Meon Vale, traffic calming in Meon Vale
Pub in desperate need of good publican
Get someone in who can run the pub properly
It would be nice to have a good restaurant in the pub
Only a Chinese / fish and chip shop, no pizza or Indian / Pub very expensive
Improvements to existing pub
Swimming pool - Meon Vale leisure centre doesn't have one which is disappointing,
maybe a cafe?
Would be nice to have a cafe to go to, maybe a restaurant/another pub
Pub, less about drinking culture and more about eating with the family
Nothing
A big effort to improve the pub and try to make it more part of the village, at this
moment it is drab, inhospitable and not part of the village
Make the pub more user friendly
A railway station - a pub - post box in Meon Vale. Poor mobile phone signal
New shops, a pub, a post box, a railway station. Not very green to drive to post a letter
Street lighting needs to be improved in area between village hall and church
A more varied variety of shops and take away
Knock down the terrible pub in the village and build a new one / Another take away
shop, probably an Indian / Build a gym/leisure centre / Build another convenience store
after the old post office has just been abandoned for ages
Leisure centre should have swimming pool with all the housing being built the school will
need to be bigger
Leisure centre should be a swimming pool
Another school should be built at Meon Vale, as promised by Persimmon 2 and a half
years ago. Quinton primary will not have the space to accommodate the huge influx of
young families to the local area. Dentist at Meon Vale has no spaces and hasn't for over
18 months. We therefore have our doctors at Meon medical centre, but have to travel
10 miles to our nearest dentist
A crossing from Meon Vale to Quinton, over Campden Road. If more houses are built,
better road access beyond Stratford
Village hall and sports facilities improved - looking very tired / Better traffic speed
control during school drop off and collection times
The pub requires a good revamp, it's a beautiful building but it looks very scruffy inside
and out. It needs modernising and a good clean. / Lower speed limit on Main Road,
outside the school and nursery. Especially during drop off / pick up times. Why not bring
back the good old-fashioned lollipop lady/men
Decent dentist facility that is more advanced / More focus on health and well-being i.e.
workout areas along greenway. Easier access to greenway - terrible to cross main
B4632 especially with kids
Another pub and food outlet
There is not enough nursery/childcare available with cygnets being at maximum
capacity and waiting lists of well over 8 months. This is all due to the addition of Meon
Vale and no additional childcare support
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Medical, dental
Medical centre needs to be bigger very hard to get appointments, pub needs to be more
affordable, I'm sure more people would use it then
Better leisure facilities
The doctor’s surgery needs to be bigger or another built with extra doctors etc as the
existing one simply isn't big enough to cater for all the area is has to cover with all the
new houses being built in and around Quinton
No improvements
Pub
More shops and public benches
More bus shelters
First medical centre when built years ago was efficient now after adding Meon Vale the
medical centre is too small to accommodate appointments
The College Arms pub used to be so much better than now, the service and atmosphere
needs to be improved
Inclusion of swimming pool at Meon Vale leisure centre to make facilities comparable to
Stratford. Membership is limited to gym unlike Stratford
More sports facilities e.g. table tennis, tennis courts, bowling green
Youth club, brownies, clubs etc
The pub has been a disappointment to me. It is not the welcoming village pub I was
hoping to see when I moved here, change is needed, especially with catering
The College Arms pub needs proper management (probably not something that the
Quinton neighbourhood plan can address) ideally the current owners will sell up and
someone who knows how to run a village pub will be allowed to take over
Quinton has had football and cricket teams in the past, so the village needs volunteers
to come forward to re-instate Quinton teams. It would benefit the community spirit plus
the training and matches mean the players would be having healthy exercise (I'm too
old to volunteer myself) perhaps spend on social media prevents time being given to
volunteering or people are just too busy or stressed
New pub owners, less development, better parking around school and childcare
(Orchard Road)
Swimming pool at leisure centre / Primary school expansion
At least one more shop / Make and better publicised fitness classes
Another pub would give folks a choice, without having to drive further afield. If you live
Meon Vale or that end of Quinton, you get the car out so you may as well go somewhere
decent as opposed to what is sometimes just an overpriced restaurant with alcohol
Pub needs to be more reasonably priced so locals will want to eat there and not aimed
just at tourists, more evening classes/activities at village hall
I think someone needs to grab the pub give it a big shake and make a great place to go
to. It could do really well as the only pub in the village
Improvements in sporting facilities - tennis courts. Pub needs to embrace needs of
village
Improved leisure and exercise facilities within the village i.e. bowls club, tennis club.
This would be possible by providing a multi-purpose sports facility
We are largely satisfied with amenities especially the medical centre. More opportunity
should be given to improving shops e.g. bakery/deli etc and village pub could be
developed
Better dental, better food available at pub
Expand the medical centre it now covers a far bigger range. The village pub needs a lot
of attention in a beautiful setting but absolutely no atmosphere and food is very poor
More facilities for the young and teenagers. Medical centre coping at moment, but with
more houses will it cope
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More facilities for young families and more provision for the elderly who have no means
of transport/internet
Following the addition of housing at Swithins Wood and the proposal for Goose Lane,
medical, dental and school facilities will need to be increased
Medical - larger premises, more full time GP's / Shops - larger premises / Pub - drinkers
pub, needs to improve dining experience
More local shops e.g. butchers, fruit and veg at a reasonable cost
Clean up facilities - especially in the immediate area in front of chip shop, it's a mess.
Improve presentation of post office and convenience store
Possibly unlucky on rare occasions at the pub. Poor service and uncomfortable seating.
A coffee shop/cafe would be welcome
I would like to see a butcher/greengrocer in the village, to extend what is already
available. The pub could improve, there is little for the elderly, although I am not sure
that 65 is elderly, it would be good if there was a coffee shop/cafe where retired people
could meet for a chat and to encourage them out of their homes
Ticked don't know as I don't use these facilities. There seems to be lots of
groups/activities for the over 65's not much else for young people. I would imagine with
all the new houses being built the school would have to be enlarged and also the
nursery
Need another medical centre as the one at Goose Lane is struggling to cope with extra
numbers and need another school as too full
Medical centre will need to be expanded to cope with increased numbers - high quality,
but under pressure
Football and cricket teams to be started up again. Pub to be more reasonably priced
It would be great to have a swimming pool in the area
The pub has been very disappointing over recent years. We have two poor quality meals
but decided to give them a third chance - no food was available, so have stopped going.
Somewhere to go to eat locally without having to drive would be great
A new doctors at Meon Vale
Another pub would be good
Dental service/availability improved. More options for sport and leisure, facilities clubs,
activities, improved options for eating out
General maintenance
Concerns over the doctor’s surgery coping with extra volumes of people living in the
village. Particularly with the new development on Goose Lane
Conservation of wildlife
Another school needs to be built for all the new families moving to Meon Vale. A youth
club and better equipped play area for the young children
The addition of a swimming pool
With the increased housing being planned and undertaken concerned that the existing
facilities will be greatly diminished, and standards fall
Swimming pool at Meon Vale leisure centre site, village hall kitchen - licencing for
catering events. 1 other multi food outlet (not large supermarket) 1 other food outlet
The current facilities should not fail because of too much development they must keep
pace with school places, number of doctors etc
More sporting and youth facilities - for the 11-16 age groups. Pop up cafe or a weekend
facility more craft activities
The pub is a private business - I just regret it’s of such poor quality on a prime site. I'm
very happy with the shop but look forward to more shops in villages come town to be
The medical and dental surgery cannot cope with the amount of people now living in the
village and waiting times can be very long. Primary school is fit to burst and should be
invested in for example IT equipment and car parking facilities etc
Another supermarket this side of the river
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Double the size of Waitrose and its car park
Swimming pool at leisure centre at Meon Vale. Meon Vale has great park space but the
playground operating are poor it could be a ground-breaking park bringing outsiders
into the community need investment. The skate part is great - a pump track for BMX
and mountain bikes is closest one is Norton Lindsey will be great for kids and bring
people to community. More activity for 6+ children
Swimming pool at Meon Vale, more for 6-year olds e.g. football, clubs, weekend
activities and possibly afternoon clubs as well. Better facilities for growing school
population. The Meon Vale park is the perfect spot for a really good disabled
access/facilities park (sensory park) and sensory garden/park for disabled children
Because the population is set to increase due to the additional house building, it is
important that availability of and access to doctors, dentists, and all neighbourhood
facilities is maintained
Lack of a 'drop in' meeting point/internet cafe type venue. Empty shop on Goose Lane
would be perfect for a 9-5 coffee shop for mums after school run in morning or elderly
to meet and catch up (like the one on tournament fields in Warwick)
It would be lovely if the pub was supported by both the village and the management of
the pub. Need to invest in the food side, we do appreciate it being open
None
None
More keep fit for older persons
School open for some adult learning. More keep fit opportunities for older residents
(over 50's) in the village hall
Having only one pub is not good. Fresh food i.e. butcher, fruit and veg
Add private dental to Meon medical centre, create environment for team sports
Can we have private dental health at Meon medical centre? We need team sports. Pub
poorly run - food is dreadful
Pub for Meon Vale
Extend school places; build the school on Meon Vale, including a pre-school. Do not
build the planned pub on Meon Vale. Add 5yr facilities to the Meon Vale play area
Better leisure centre services
Better leisure centre services
Better facilities like pub, restaurant, no proper facilities for under 16's or over 65's apart
from playground
More space, appointments are needed. Our facilities are great for a small population,
these all need upgrading due to all the houses
Pub to look more cared for, frontage cleaned up
I worry about the school already being overcrowded and the amount of new homes. The
GP provides a good service and this needs to be maintained as the population grows
Could do with more takeaways in the village i.e. Indian, pizza
Outside hobby club e.g. model aircraft/vehicles
The TV showing sports taken out of the village pub. The school will need expansion
given the vast amount of house building going on
Better stock and choice at the local shop (Lower Quinton). Better footpath/cycle path
links to Meon Vale and greenway. Overhaul of the pub needs better beer and
atmosphere. No further cuts to Lower Quinton primary school, more resource on
account of all new housing. New school at Meon Vale to relieve pressure
Ensure that adequate numbers of medical staff are recruited to cope with the increase in
population due to the new housing
While the service in the local store is excellent facilities and range of goods is limited they need more space! The Seaspray is an eyesore and food barely of an adequate
standard - it should be demolished/totally refurbished to a higher more presentable
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standard. All other facilities are more than acceptable
Make the pub more of a village hub with regular events on for families
Other than toddler groups there is nothing for the primary school children
A pub more local to Meon Vale would be beneficial (walking distance)
More community events in Meon Vale / Pub / Larger leisure centre - swimming pool
Pub - management needs to improve a lot! Quality of food could do a lot better - fresh
food needed, service could be much better
Pub management needs to improve greatly. Home-made food provided not reheated or
heated from frozen. Fresh food. Entertainment for all ages. Service at table to be
quicker, food on time and implements and condiments ready to hand
None, I chose to live in a quiet village
With the increase of housing a priority should be given to school and medical facilities
Expansion of medical and dental facilities as at the moment it takes 3 months to get a
dentist appointment
Somewhere to eat with good food, a scanner at the post office
We are lucky to have the farm shop and the village shop. I would like somewhere in the
village to eat. The pubs food has deteriorated. It would of course be desirable if it was
easier to see a doctor, but I'm sure the surgery does its best
As Quinton has grown it could benefit from a small supermarket and a leisure route to
Stratford (safe cycling) which could ease traffic around Stratford
School and pre-school under great pressure due to increase in housing - needs
improvement or pressure on neighbouring councils to provide adequate facilities for
their own needs
Play facilities at playing field need updating/more inadequate items. School places
oversubscribed due to new housing
Availability at dentists needs improving, I am also keen that the medical centre is able
to cope with increasing demand as the population grows - right now the care I receive is
great, but I'm concerned at how this could change
Anticipating an increase in local residents due to new homes, the doctors and dentists
could be expanded to keep up with demand
Better cricket field and football pitch. Tennis courts would be good. Football wall is
needed to stop kids kicking the ball against the village hall
Better sports facilities e.g. tennis, football wall. The pub needs to be welcoming with a
decent bar and recreational facilities in it and not stuck out the back. Big improvement
in food is needed
Why is the church - Christian worship - not part of your list above or the brilliant
hairdressers and beauty treatments salon
None
None, we are happy with what we use
Would like a swimming pool in leisure facility
The area needs more shops, a post box on Meon Vale estate. A good pub is needed and
closer walking distance
Another doctors surgery urgently required / Primary school to be built to accommodate
local education for the children / More pre-school facilities
Unless anything has come about in the last 3 years, there is no exercise facility for over
65 anywhere in Stratford district. There used to be 4 shops, now there is only one.
Inevitably choice is less without a car. The small hall has a very bad acoustic, due to
high exposed metal beams
For Meon Vale to get its own primary school and medical facilities more and more Lower
and Upper Quinton are being pushed out, not acceptable
There is already a shortage of childcare places and many more houses being built. The
nursery in Quinton does not have great outdoor space compared to others and is quite
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dingy
Proper speed enforcement on roads in Lower Quinton, especially main road coming in
from Campden Road
A path along the B4632 to allow easy access to Meon Vale facilities and green way
None
better access to medical services based upon the large batch of new houses being built
in Meon vale, Marston airfield etc.
1. Pub needs to be improved, particularly the food 2. More sport and leisure e.g. tennis
The pub could become a community hub, used for coffee and lunches, by all. Consider
bike racks at the pub instead of leaning then up against every wall and table.
It is very important that the village pub survives as it is a key community location.
Unfortunately the present tenants have allowed the quality of meals provided to fall to
an inconsistent, and sometimes low, level. Customers will not use the restaurant if they
cannot rely on receiving a decent meal as there are other pubs in the area that have
good reputations. This will compromise the pub's profitability and could lead again to the
tenancy becoming vacant.
Need a pub so we don't have to drive as there are no local taxis. Could do with a regular
food outlet. Van or shop. Although the pub may be able to do this. Allotments on Meon
Vale not used. Why?
Possible additional medical centre or increase the size of existing Quinton Medical Centre
to cope with expansion in housing in the area. Currently the service is good; however, it
is likely to be swamped. A dental practice that operated on Saturdays would be useful.
Bring in leisure time activities as an outpost of somewhere like Stratford college courses
At present I don't feel there needs to be any improvement from my perspective, apart
from looking at whether the doctors and dentists would need to be extended to
accommodate the influx of residents. I don't have preschool or school age children but I
am aware that the facilities will be stretched with all the developments going around
locally to the catchment area. Quinton has a lovely village feel and to keep it that way it
needs to not be over developed or become too commercial with extra shops and food
outlets
Maybe a community bus for the elderly etc that comes round more often for travel to
Shipston, Chipping Campden, Stratford and local areas.
Encourage the managers to make the pub more user-friendly. Make the pub more
attractive with curtains & pub bric-a-brac - pool table? Recently prices too high:
standards too low & unpredictable. The quality of service and food varies from time to
time, so we have stopped going, as we worry whether the food will arrive in a
reasonable time and whether it will be good.
Village pub should be a 'must visit' location given the history; it is not and needs
improving. Facilities for teenager needs to be improved or more collaboration with Meon
Vale.
Swimming Pool at Leisure Centre
The pub needs to be improved
Better food selection at the pub. Weekends only maybe? Better communication of
happenings at the pub and village hall. Often not aware of things until too late.
It would be good if the Meon Vale leisure centre had a swimming pool and perhaps
sauna / steam room.
Improved school provision to meet increased housing
Village store/post office - change shop window to remove advertising so you can see
into the shop. Pub - light the log fire all the time during autumn and winter to add to
the pub atmosphere Chip shop - improve its appearance
Quinton village store/post office - remove advertising on windows. Leave windows clear
or improve the look of them Pub- use log fire more to improve feel of pub Chip shop improve the look of the shop from the main road with maybe more planting
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The pub and the present absence of any dining facilities could be remedied.
The pub needs to become more involved in the community, become a place where
residents go not only to have a drink but for socialising too. Why can’t it become a
proper ‘village pub’ and host games and quizzes on a regular basis? The quality of food
sold there needs to be improved and the price lowered to make it more affordable for
families.
A big supermarket with a petrol station.
Improved parking/drop off for school and improved sports facilities for school and public.
Need to sort out congestion outside school when children are dropped off and picked up.
Safer footpaths/ cycle paths to Meon vale including pedestrian crossing which would also
give safer route to the greenway
Also more clubs for children of all ages run from
village hall. There is no group activities in the village for children to do It would be nicer
for longer opening hours of the shops which
Due to the amount of houses being built in our area I feel we will need a larger doctors,
dentist and primary school.
More for under 6s etc, more doors outlets
Zebra crossing for the school as it’s so dangerous
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Please list here any other facilities you would like to see.
1. More evening entertainment facilities. 2. Local Taxi
A bus service that operates late in the evening to enable restaurants and theatre/cinema
visits without the enormous expense of taxis, would be valuable
A cafe, somewhere to socialise, not an overpriced tourist place but a functional place
A community cafe
A friendly bridge club
A new primary school
A safe area to walk in Taylors Lane it appears to be the main road for buses, two at a
time sometimes trying to pass along a lane and have pedestrians very dangerous, why
don't they go through lower as they once did
A school for Meon Vale. The amount of cars that turn up at the school because people are
driving from outside the village makes it very dangerous
A social club, better exercise facilities
A supermarket, allotments at Meon Vale
A swimming pool
A swimming pool alongside the gym facilities
A swimming pool in the area, better mobile phone coverage
A takeaway and a bus service on a Sunday/bank holiday
A vets practice. A swimming pool at Meon Vale gym
Activity space for young and elderly e.g. if of interest bowls green, tennis courts, fitness
studio, dog park
An expanded shop with more fresh food
An Indian takeaway, improved pub.
Another place to eat or takeaway would be good
Another primary school. Workout/activity areas down greenway / Improved footpath to
encourage health and well being
Another school, nursery and extend the doctors/dental surgery
Archery
As above.
As the population grows there is no petrol station and people have to travel for fuel
Astro football pitch / Tennis courts / bowls pitch / youth club
Bench by bus stop opposite chippy and a shelter
Better accessible playground for children, better pub/restaurant ownership. More
organised outdoor events, to cover all age groups
Better bus service, conservation initiatives . recycling initiatives
Better cycle/walk route to Meon Vale from Quinton
Better off street parking facilities. More takeaway/eat-in restaurant options.
Better parks in Quinton. Sport/leisure opportunities for young children
Better roads. No traffic queues. Roads are top priority.
Better village infrastructure
Blocked drain
Butchers shop
Clearer public footpath signage
Coffee shop in Quinton village. Tennis courts would be a great addition to the playing
fields which are completely under utilised
Coffee shop on Meon Vale or Quinton - maybe near leisure centre / Pub on Meon Vale /
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More takeaway facilities - not many places / Swimming pool
Cricket, Tennis, Football, All weather pitch. Additional Takeaway Indian. A pub that can
serve good food. Need a 2nd pub!
Crossing for the school / Roundabout joining the main road (B4632)
Cycle path/footpath to join Meon Vale to Lower Quinton to encourage cycling and
extension of cycle path from greenway along Station Road
Dental practice. More restaurant options - e.g. pizza/curry
Football Club to start up again.
Footpaths - lots of ladies walk dogs, they mostly walk on pavements round houses, hardly
any of those have views, yet Quinton has fabulous views. Much of the 'Cotswold Way' is
squelching and waterlogged for much of the year. Some stiles are inaccessible to all but
super active. Packed chalk might improve surfaces?
Given the current size of the village no other facilities are necessary
Gym, swimming pool, restaurants, pubs, clubs, variety of shops, decent take away
establishments, not just a bad Chinese, nice woodland walks, tired of having to go to
Stratford or Meon Vale for any of this
Hall is now too small for the amount of children attending the school. There are no clubs
for young children which a shame considering the facilities i.e. Hall, field, Upper Quinton
green
I think a swimming pool on Meon Vale site would be great for fun and to encourage
different form of exercise
Improved mobile phone signal (very poor in the area).
It would be wonderful to have a swimming pool closer to the village
Library - unlikely though
Local taxi
More activities for teenagers 11-16
More activities in the village hall e.g. yoga, gardening club, art classes
More bus stops, family pub
More choice for food shopping locally.
More food facilities
More food facilities e.g. kebab shop
More local police presence
More nature walks
More schooling, pub, swimming facilities, for the over 6's and under 18's
More sport facilities for children. During school hours my driveway/car park space is
blocked by parents picking up their kids from school/nursery
More sports clubs for youngsters especially
More sports facilities
More sports facilities at the village hall and playing field - tennis/badminton/bowls
More sports, leisure and recreational facilities
New school at Meon Vale. Better choice of shops/takeaways. Better cycle paths out of the
village into surrounding area and footpaths
None
None
None
None
None required
Not so much other facilities but the one we have being better organised and run
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Parking facilities for parents bringing children to and from primary school to stop them
parking in residential areas/roads by the school and blocking them making it dangerous
for people walking children to school and crossing the roads
Part of village life is not having facilities and living in peace without them
Post boxes within reasonable walking distance
Pub at M.V. P.O at M.V. Coffee shop.
Pub at Meon Vale, restaurants
Pub, restaurant, train station, doctors surgery, create a village (like Mickleton) better
access to A46 to avoid Stratford better landscaping for depot
Pub, swimming pool
Roads improvements. No roads, no builds.
Sainsburys shop and petrol station / Swimming pool
School for Meon Vale residents to ease traffic / Petrol station
School on Meon Vale or grow existing school in Lower Quinton
Scouts, guides, brownies, cubs, beavers. A really well-run country pub - The College Arms
is a well-loved pub which has been a wonderful hub for meeting up with friends in the
village over a drink or a meal. It needs to be kept open as an asset to the parish. It could
be a real blessing to the community with a darts team, pool, garden and good food
See above
See above, same applies.
Something for young people teenagers to do, youth club?
Sorry have not with a very busy life outside Quinton been a very good habitant but do
support when I can. Funds etc.
Sound silly but better fruit and veg at local stores. The only food (especially premier)
seems to be processed/unhealthy stuff. Fruit and veg poor quality. Yoga classes for
younger people (not in working day time) Craft/food/cider festivals? Christmas stuff?
everything feels geared towards older people or people with children which is great - but
excludes us
Sport, leisure, exercise and recreation but local youth and 20's are apathetic, just not
interested in efforts made
Sports club
Sports teams
Sunday bus service. Encourage teenagers/young adults to be independent and find
weekend employment
Surgery (doctors) dentist and schools
Swimming facilities
Swimming facilities / Restaurant/pub
Swimming Pool
Swimming pool
Swimming pool
Swimming pool
Swimming pool
Swimming pool
Swimming pool
Swimming pool
Swimming pool
Swimming pool
Swimming pool - golf course
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Swimming pool - indoor at Meon Vale, decent pub
Swimming pool - should have been considered originally as part of Meon Vale
development / Traffic relief for main road into Stratford upon Avon / More regular public
transport to and from village
Swimming pool / Better class timetables especially during the day
Swimming pool at Meon leisure centre
Swimming pool at the leisure centre
Swimming pool but the leisure centre so people no need to travel either to Shipston or
Stratford. Easier access can help people to be more active and healthier
Swimming pool, a bus just to Quinton and Meon, stuff for under 6's
Swimming pool, nearer pools Shipston and Stratford too far for regular exercise
Swimming pool, something for smaller children to do. Better lighting from lower to upper
Quinton
Swimming Pool. Any buildings to be kept to a minimum!! Zumba/Pilates/box fit classes evenings.
Swimming pool. Improved park facilities at Meon Vale and Lower Quinton pump track for
children to ride bikes safely as not allowed to through Meon Vale woodland......would be
nice if opened up for families to ride bike here
Swimming pool. Restaurant. Pump track for BMX and mountain bike
Tennis courts / Better shop / Fish and chip shop - better kept
The ability to cycle or run safely - a park or proper pavements which are not used as a car
park.
The bus service is very limited for teenage children and doesn't even run on a Sunday,
footpath to Middleton is needed as very dangerous on the road
The doctors and dentist need to increase capacity as with the additional housing on Meon
Vale and proposed in village it struggles at the moment to provide appointments
The fish and chip is an eyesore
The Meon Vale gym extended to include a swimming pool
The provision of better quality housing, particularly for young people in the village and
older people
The speed through the village a must to sort out (less traffic). Better local shop facilities.
Doctors made more availability for working people.
The village has ample facilities
There should be a crossing installed on Campden Road, across to Lower Quinton
There should be meeting facility - for a smaller number of people - with adequate services
and reasonable comfort. This exists in Corbett House by the lounge but cannot be used
without the security of residents being threatened or that they feel it is threatened
Think maybe a swimming pool would be good at Meon leisure
Train station re-opening at Long Marston.
Trees are over growing and blocking light from street lighting. Also burying cars under
leaves ruining paintwork and blocking air vents
Would like to see pitch and putt on Meon Vale
Yoga classes, Zumba etc basically more exercise classes as I'm not sure if there are any /
Craft classes
Youth club / Football for primary school children
Youth club in village would be nice
Youth club, another family friendly pub
Youth organisations
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What leisure activities do you take part in? If other activities please list here
Antique and Literary Festivals around the UK.
Baby dresses - baby sensory, rhythm time, swimming lessons, pilates
Bell ringing, choir, church functions
Breeding birds - peacocks, hens, ducks etc). Rearing sheep.
Car club
Cinema film and screen arts
Dancing
Dining
Dining
Going for a drive in the countryside
Golf, rugby, gym
Grandchildren and their sporting activities. A very sporty family.
Gym
I belong to a reading group in Quinton
I spend a lot of my leisure time sewing, so a group of like-minded people would be nice
to join.
Mountain bikes, paddle board, climbing, squash, swimming
Nosh and natter
Photography
Pilates
Pole - elsewhere
Rugby, Badminton, tennis, sailing
Sailing and water sports. Rugby
Scouts
Shooting
Socialising with friends in a pub - Elsewhere
Swimming / Dancing
Swimming in Stratford
Tai Chi/Pilates
Tennis, badminton, netball
Village Voices (weekly). Helping at Nosh and Natter (monthly).
Volunteering room guiding (Halls Croft and Snowshill Manor)
What's happened to allotment on Meon Vale Park? (Wasted space)
Yoga College Arms.
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If you wish to comment on public transport please do so in the box below.
A train link to Honeybourne would be great as we use the GWR line frequently
A very good but underused bus service
A very poor bus service in Quinton! Bus every 2 hours, not good
Although I fully appreciate the need for bus services in Quinton, I am concerned that the
bus company has introduced double decker buses on its routes. They travel down back
lane making the houses shake and they are frequently empty
Although rarely used, I think there is a good service and should be retained
Am walking distance to modern medical centre, use car for other medical appointments
elsewhere
As an adult with a car I don't use buses, but my daughter does to get to school or
Stratford on Avon. Services at the weekend are insufficient, with no service on a Sunday,
therefore she has difficulties getting to his job in town
Be good to see trains resumed into Stratford
Being a senior citizen who presently drive prefer own transport but would rely on the
public transport heavily when driving becomes a problem
Better rail lines required.
Birmingham is 30 miles away = 2-hour trip via train. HS2 is planned to take people
London/Birmingham. In 2 hours - but only to the university, not to the shopping or
business districts. London is already perfectly accessible by train from Warwick
parkway/Morton. However, Birmingham loses out on locals shopping or visiting for leisure
due to long trip / lack of parking
Bus service good - we occasionally use it
Bus service on a Sunday, later buses home from Stratford on Friday/Saturday night for
the younger people
Bus service very good. We have used it in the past and are hoping to do so in the future
when health is better/improved
Bus services are more than adequate but the building of Meon Vale/the garden village will
progressively cause traffic congestion which will impact these services. Support needs to
be given to the proposal to restore the Honeybourne-Stratford railway with a station
alongside the new development; this would also be of benefit to Quinton.
Bus stops should have paved areas and be sited in sensible positions
Bus times are awful at the weekend, they do not always turn up on time
Bus timetable should include later buses back to Quinton until 11pm
Buses are unreliable. I never feel confident when (or if) they will come. Timetables seem
to be fiction. I’d like to have an evening and Sunday service. Experiment with evening
service before seemed to be set up to fail as so little information on it provided. Fares are
expensive. once went to Warwick hospital by bus and had almost an hour to wait in
Stratford
Buses in the morning can be a problem. The two stops on new road and opposite the chip
shop are not staggered and school buses frequently arrive at the same time causing
congestion and lines of traffic behind them
Buses should be barred from using Back Lane. I contacted Johnsons coaches who
confirmed that the Quinton terminal could be around the green in front of the College
Arms if there was a parking restriction outside the pub during bus operating hours and
the service restricted to single - decker’s. I contacted Stratford council who referred me to
the traffic commissioners, who informed me that it's a Stratford council matter, please
keep
Buses start too late in the day to use for work and very expensive
Can't afford it, cheaper to run car
Comprehensive printed time tables should be more available e.g. in a rack in the post
office
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Could do with late bus back from town 23 hrs and one in at 20hrs
Do we really need double decker buses in Quinton? single are almost empty
Don't use it - no comment
Double decker’s
Drive everywhere when I can't I will. Have used bus twice.
During the snow in December I used the train once to commute to Leamington. The bus
route availability seemed reasonable (to get to Stratford) but there is on signage in the
village to indicate pick up points
Far too expensive
For those who use Stratford-upon-Avon / Honeybourne train station, there is little
information how to get there via bus. I park at the stations, and then drive home.
Full Size Buses, rarely half full!!
Good
Good
Good at the moment, do not use as I can't get pension yet. And no pension, no bus pass.
Good bus service would use it more if it wasn't so expensive for such a short journey into
Stratford
I do not use the public transport but still feel it is an important service for Quinton.
I find the frequency of the service to Stratford to be poor and not regular enough
I would use public transport for some activities if I felt it was better - cost, hours of
operation, frequency etc
I would use public transport more to go into Stratford but as I am under 65 and a return
ticket is £6 it is not viable. My daughter does use Johnson’s coaches for school. Feel it is
really important to keep this amenity
I would use the bus more regularly if there was an evening service back from Stratford on
Avon - which there used to be. So 10:30/11:00pm
Improved public transport 7 days per week, later buses returning from Stratford, bus pass
for 60+
It is infrequent and slow
It would be great if the buses ran later on a Saturday and ran on Sundays, local taxi
service
It's been very good to Stratford and back but its more convenient to use my car
Johnson’s bus company is abysmal! Unreliable, late and expensive. Public transport is
frankly a joke in Quinton and buses need to be running every half an hour at least
Later buses at night to allow people (particularly the young) to visit Stratford-upon-Avon
without worrying about expensive taxis and being able to leave the car at home
Less buses/or smaller ones as nobody is on them, to save money.
Might use if more transport options were available
More frequent bus service of a weekend.
More local taxi/minicabs services nearer bus stops far too early in the evening
More number 1 and 2 to run and on a Sunday and bank holiday
More thought when planning for location of car parks. Pavements etc hazardous to
everyone outside residential properties (elderly, young, disabled, mums with buggies)
My experience of bus service from Quinton has been perfectly fine. I usually would drive
to Stratford and park there if getting the train
My son tried to get an evening bus to Shipston and there is none which means as a
parent I needed to do more travel to get him backwards and forwards. It would be more
useful to help get an evening bus route with more options.
My wife and I were researching whether to use public transport or purchase a second car
and after research and comparing prices it worked out cheaper to buy a car. That has to
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change
Need better rail connection to Birmingham and London
Needs to be more buses and later buses
Never ever consider using it, prefer to use own transport
No evening bus or Sunday service
No transport to Stratford at night or late evening during a weekend
Now we have moved here, we may begin to use the bus services at the weekend/school
holidays.
On the whole bus service as good, although it can be unreliable. I should use it more but I
have had occasion when I have decided to use the bus and it hasn't turned up so I have
returned home and used the car
Only had to use the bus once when car was in garage, and thought it was really good
Please may we have a bus stop back at Thackeray Close area - there was one outside
Quinton House - now further up - much further to walk if over 65 and or infirm
Poor bus service, no sheltered bus stop at my end of the village. Bus service quite
expensive.
Probably will use the bus when I can no longer drive
Public transport is not reliable. Frequent enough or late/early enough.
Public transport to Meon Vale is poor at best. Finished too early and no service on a
Sunday
Seems to be ok, probably be glad of it when given up driving
Speed of buses needs to be reduced through village to 20mph
Sunday bus service
Sunday service for bus
Sunday service would be useful.
Taxis are painful as Stratford ones don't like coming out to do pickups and local ones
don’t have big enough fleets of cars.
The bus service is essential for me as I don't drive, I need a reliable service
The bus service is excellent in Quinton. It's essential it is kept going. Visit Stratford as
little as possible, traffic appalling - bad for business.
The bus service is frequent which is good although there have been a number of changes
to the timetables over recent years which can be confusing. I think there should be more
incentives for people to use the bus. Also, the large difference in fares between the Goose
Lane stop and the main road is unfair and puts people off using the bus
The bus service is good - but no evening service is a pain
The bus service to and from Quinton is good and I expect to be using it more in the future
The buses are infrequent and stop too early hence not useable.
The buses are too big - always empty and too wide for narrow lanes.
The hours of buses are unsuitable for shift working
The hours that the buses run would not get me to work on time. Public transport for a
hospital appointment need a whole day put aside.
The last bus to Quinton is too early to go out and have a nice dinner. Fares quite high
when compared with taxis
The local bus is always empty
The one time I did use the Johnsons bus service, I was appalled. The bus was 30 mins
late was filthy inside, got 5 mins down the road for it to stop. Driver got out, clearly tried
fixing the problem whilst phoning the depot. Didn't bother to tell the passengers anything,
after 15 mins decided he couldn't fix it, was rude when passengers asked questions and
asked for a refund, would never use again
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The population of Quinton is steadily growing but the public transport is getting worse and
overpriced. Last bus back from Stratford is 7pm which is poor and to not have a Sunday/
bank holiday bus is ridiculous
The timetable is too early for return from Stratford especially if you are out for the
evening
The transport service to Lower Quinton would appear to be excellent
The use of Back Lane behind pub and around duck pond (now using double decker bus) it
is very dangerous as the road is narrow and sometimes they speed down the lane also
the turning into Back Lane from main street causing problems, when cars, vans are
parked there
There are no late buses and no Sunday service
There is a very good bus service in Quinton, but I am a district nurse so need car to get
around
Too early night finish for work use - no Sunday service except to bath
Too infrequent and slow. Expensive.
Too infrequent services to be of any use
Too many buses in wholly unsuitable routes e.g. Back Lane
Too many, largely empty, buses using Back Lane
Use the train for Stratford or Warwick parkway to London or Birmingham frequently
Very expensive from Meon Vale
Very good, regular bus service
Very handy if car is in for MOT or service
Very pleased with the bus service
Very poor and bus is far too big for the roads and never has anyone on it!
We are lucky to have such good bus service and I hope we keep it
We are very lucky to have a bus every half hour into Stratford
We need buses on Sundays into Stratford
We need the rail link
We use the bus to Stratford occasionally, if there are 4 of us travelling together, a taxi
works out at the same price. We've used the bus to the Cotswolds too which is a good
service.
What public transport, as a young professional using buses are only available in one
direction. Can't get back in evenings. Taxi is £15-£24. have to drive everywhere
When I use the bus, they are very helpful (I am disabled)
Whilst I drive and don't use public transport, my daughter uses the bus for employment
and leisure, whilst the service is fairly frequent, the service ceases at 7pm from Stratford
and 7:30pm into Stratford. Taxis are too expensive - no service on Sundays
Would use more if less expensive
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What else would you like to see done to encourage cycling in the Parish?
A bit nervous of traffic outside the village perimeter
A crossing on the main road for Meon residents
A cycle club to promote enthusiasm and safety
A cycling club
A number of cycling clubs use the village and its envious. There are inherent damages
however and an increase in cycle traffic poses a risk
A purpose-built bike track / pump track would be great for children and adults alike
A safe cycle path to link Meon Vale greenway to Quinton. This would encourage many
people to cycle more not safe to do so currently
A safe link up with the greenway safe crossing from Taylors Lane to Meon Vale greenway
and footpath
A safe route to the greenway
A safer crossing from Meon Vale to Quinton
A safer path across to Meon Vale.
At the end of the greenway (from Meon Vale, crossing Station Road) you cannot cycle
across the road, as it is a turnstile for walkers/joggers and you obviously cannot get a
bike around this. It needs to be changed or removed so one can cycle the full length of
the green walk
Ban cyclists
Basic filling in of pot holes - correctly would be a start. A bike friendly surface on the
greenway.
Benches every mile or so along the country roads.
Better access from Lower Quinton to the greenway. It is currently not safe for children to
cycle from the village to the greenway
Better bike gates on green way, can't get bike with child seat / Pump track for
BMX/mountain bikes
Better crossing provision across main road between Quinton and Meon Vale/Long Marston
Better facilities along the B4632 to Stratford for commuters
Bicycle lanes
Bicycle racks to places bikes around the place so you don't need them on the floor and
this would also encourage people to think it was a friendly place to cycle and that there
were facilities to help.
Bike paths along main road, so busy now!
Cannot cycle because of my health
connect the village to the greenway safely
Cycle access to the Greenway via Meon Vale needs improvement. Very dangerous along
Campden Road (for pedestrians as well)
Cycle lane on Campden Road
Cycle lanes on A roads
Cycle lanes on A roads
Cycle lanes on busy roads
Cycle lanes on roads. Better road surfaces fill in potholes.
Cycle path from Meon Vale to Lower Quinton. Safe for children
Cycle path on main road
Cycle path on the way to Mickleton
Cycle paths
Cycle paths
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Cycle paths may encourage others to cycle and I support that (I am comfortable cycling
on roads)
Cycle paths unless well-made and travel direct are of little use, other than for children.
Reduced speed limits where appropriate and improving road lay outs is much better value
for money
Cycle/walking paths.
Cycling on the public roads is dangerous both to the cyclists themselves and road traffic
and should therefore not be encouraged unless dedicated cycleways can be provided. The
post-Olympics growth in leisure cycling is a damn nuisance to road users as many riders
do not obey the Highway Code.
Cycling proficiency training for children
Cyclists do not use cycle paths
Cyclists do not use these facilities (probably because they are not swept clean) they do
not follow the highway code either
Cyclists have to cross main road to cycle from Quinton to Meon Vale cycle path which is a
danger
Cyclists should have to pay for road tax and be insured. It is illegal to cycle on pavement,
but most don't use cycle lanes where provided.
Designated areas and woodland trails etc
Establishment of a cycle club for seniors.
Fill in the pot holes!
Further extend Greenway towards Mickleton/Willersey/Broadway. An Extensive off the
road cycle way is great for safe family cycling/walking/running etc.
Get cyclists off the roads and onto cycle tracks
Get them off the road
Great to be able to ride a bicycle off the main roads. Wish I was able.
Greater linkage to the new development at Long Marston airfield
Greater safety - roads are too congested for young people to cycle
Hedgerows wider footpath/cycle paths to be overgrown and protected cycle paths
scheduled from busy roads
I am satisfied with the facilities that are available locally
I am too old and arthritic to cycle now
I cycle a lot and feel we have adequate facilities
I do cycle for leisure but would probably cycle for work if there was a good cycle path to
Stratford which was not very dusty in summer and keeps you covered in muddy splats in
wet
I do not feel it is necessary. the roads are wonderful around here for cycling, no extra
lanes are required
Improve road surfaces, too many pot holes / rough surface, to throw you from bike
Improve the roads - too many pot holes
Improved Greenway track surface (tarmac), existing gravel damages bikes.
Improved signage
Just main road into Quinton, as my 2 children tend to go into Quinton, so crossing busy
main road.
Large groups of cyclists pass my house, I don't think any more encouragement is needed
Main road hazardous for everyone, cyclists especially
Make sure potholes in roads are mended
Make them use the roads and observe highway code
Mend the pot holes
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More cycle lanes - particularly on Campden Road. A footpath is much needed on the
B4632 from Meon Vale to Mickleton
More cycle paths
More cycle paths, not using main roads
More separate (not on the road cycle paths all over the parish)
Never enjoyed cycling
No point if cyclists don't use them as with the cycle way between Station Road to Quinton
which is rarely used
None - cyclists are a pain when they are on the road and take up the whole road! build
them their own little lane perhaps
Nothing
Nothing.
Path along B4632 to create cycling to greenway safe
Paths to minimise cyclists on the village roads particularly when there are groups of
riders, they create a danger when riding in groups.
Pot holes filled in, a cycle route through the traffic calming
Put pressure on SDC to remove (or improve at least) 'kissing' gates on greenway which
currently only impede cyclists especially those with child trailers or tandems. They offer
no safety benefits, and most are slightly smaller than a normal adult sized bike
Repair pot holes in the roads
Road resurfacing
Routes on where to cycle
Safe and easy access to greenway - Station Road is treacherous
Safe, priority access to school using cycles
Safer access to the Greenway.
Safer cycle paths for toddlers
Safer cycling for kids - cycling to greenway a nightmare with kids due to crossing B4632
and it will just get busier
Safer roads and crossing at main road
Safer roads and lighting at nights
Safer routes more suitable pedestrian crossings on the main roads
Safety is my main concern.
Some kind of bicycle grants scheme. Some people I see cycling to work every day in all
weather and their bikes are in awful condition. Maybe free bike services for people on low
income too?
Speed bumps to slow down the idiots who speed through the village
Speed measures on Campden Road between Meon Vale and Lower Quinton and Meon Vale
and Upper Quinton
The greenway is fab. Getting to it across that main road is a nightmare
The main road is dangerous for cyclists. The Stratford bypass road is needed urgently to
divert HGV's and through traffic. Do not encourage cyclists on the main road
The roads locally need a cycle lane added
The roads within the parish not wide enough for a cycle path
The route around Taylors Lane is very popular with cyclists and walkers going to the
greenway. The crossing over the main road is dangerous with children and bikes as there
is no path and you have to stand in the road. A short path either side would make it much
safer
There is a great cycle route from Stratford to Meon Vale (greenway) but to get to it you
need to go via a very busy and dangerous road, a safe route to here would be great
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Traffic reduction
Use of the existing Greenway for cycling not the main road.
We are lucky with the Greenway
We have enough cyclists in the area
Whilst we are not cycling at the moment - we should encourage it as a community. An
excellent sport/medium to improve people’s fitness and so priority to cycling facilities is
important
Whoever put this questionnaire together should really get out more. Hundreds cycle in the
parish and village around. If you do get out more, you will see the ridiculous speeds that
are driven on lanes all around. Stand in the grange entrance (church end) you will be
shocked, the speed driven through village
Wider roads with cycle lanes and 20mph speed limits
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What concerns do you have about parking in Quinton? If other, please specify
Adequate safe parking for disabled drivers and disabled people with walking frames and
wheelchairs
All the new builds do not have enough off road parking
Better parking at the village hall
Cars park on pavement which means you sometimes have to walk on road
Cars park on pavements
Church parking - wedding funerals etc
Concerned that grass verges and open areas get damaged by heavy large lorries
Contractors parking on grass verges.
Hill Lane, Upper Quinton (along the dyke).
Illegal parking on footpaths giving pedestrians no room. As with Friday Street - white van
every night
In housing estates, rarely enough to support amount of cars.
Inconsiderate households with number of vehicles.
It is difficult to access my driveway
Just too many cars - people park on the path - yellow lines?
Lack of parking for new builds
Many houses only have 1 parking space
Medical centre and post office
More laybys for parking on Main Road near new housing
Need parking facilities off the road.
New houses should have adequate parking to accommodate grown up children and
visitors
No parking for bigger commercial vehicles
No parking outside the church, traffic entering the village at considerable speed above
30mph
No parking, for visitors/walkers in Upper Quinton so inappropriate parking on the green
Nowhere to park even where you live.
Nowhere to park on the green
On street parking on Back Lane.
Overcrowding
Parking (residential) at Meon Vale
Parking for cygnets. Parking on Chatham Road by roundabout
Parking near one’s home
Parking of business vehicles on housing estate
Parking on footpaths
Parking on grass verges and footpaths
Parking on pavements, parking on grass verges
Parking on roads blocking crossings, parking on or near from junctions and roundabout all on Meon Vale. Double yellow lines are needed on parts of Meon Vale estate
Parking on the grass outside house
Parking within residential areas
People using Meon medical centre to park in, but are not at or going to the doctors, taking
up valuable spaces
Salon on Friday Street cause’s congestion/parking issues.
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Salon parking on Friday Street.
Too many cars park on the roads.
Too many cars parked on pavements outside domestic premises
Village hall car park not big enough for events, meaning cars park around the close which
is unsatisfactory
Village hall parking
Walkers often leave cars on verge - would like to see parking offered in doctors car park
at weekend for walkers/visitors. Verge parking is an eyesore
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Please comment below on the above concerns or on any other parking concerns
you have.
A lot of congestion outside school at drop off and pick up could be alleviated by new car
park to rear of school.
All new construction in Lower Quinton will put added pressure on the road through the
village and past the school. There is no parking
All the new builds do not have enough off-road parking
Areas for domestic parking are full
As said before, my driveway is being blocked and abused by parents picking up kids from
school
As the community grows the problem of more cars therefore more parking requirements
is becoming a concern
At drop off and pick up times the side roads in the vicinity of the school are used as car
parks, Shop is popular but often no parking spaces available
At peak times, there is nowhere to park in the village
At school time parents park on the main road opposite the zig zags which causes chaos
At times all parking spaces are used by parents on the school run
Bromford to allocate/allow additional parking in Goose Lane as extra parking for school
parents. This would relieve the congestion in Aylestone Close etc
Build houses with garages and off-road parking, new estate need full size roads. Delivery
trucks and buses are unable to enter some roads
Cars are damaging verges and kerbs. Consider fixing wooden posts etc to prevent this in
sensitive areas.
Cars of parents dropping off children at school and nursery causing hazards in the
orchard. Double yellow lines needed
Cars park in all the side roads, quite often blocking private drives. They then have to
cross a busy road with cars going too fast in order to get their children into school
Cars parking opposite the school at 3.15 speeds past the school, traffic warden needed at
3.15.
Certain estates by the school are difficult to get in and out of for residents. Parents pull
over where they shouldn't park making it dangerous to cross roads by the school
Church parking - the grass verge needs removing, and a layby parking area provided
Congestion around school at peak times. Contractors should not be allowed to park on
verges, mainly in winter or damp periods.
Consideration should be given to reinforce open spaces for vehicle parking on narrow
lanes e.g. Shottery Road
Dangerous parking can happen at school day start/end as limited spaces near school.
Dangerous parking near the school at drop off and pick up
Dangerous parking on the entrance to Meon Vale, there is always a red Mercedes and a
black Volvo parked opposite each other. This is a serious obstruction for emergency
vehicles
Difficult for parking by the school - but doesn't affect me. Maybe a problem for those
living next door to the school.
During drop off and pick up times school parking is often limited and dangerous because
of those parked on the road outside school
Emergency vehicles can be hampered by pavement parking
Everyone parks on our street for the school
Fed up with cars parking in our road while parents collect children from school
For nursery it feels intrusive for those living in the orchard however if parents park
considerately it can.be managed
Future development may create difficulties for shopping and village hall.
Future developments may make more parking necessary at shops etc
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Hazard of cars parked opposite thatched cottages near College Arms as buses and
tractors etc frequently drive that way
I am aware that the roads local to where I live often get used for school parking. The cars
have not come as far as where I live. If the school gets extended to accommodate a
bigger intake this will impact on the amount of cars coming to the school
I can always find a convenient place, but it can be tight round the church for weddings etc
I cannot think of one place in Quinton that you can just freely park - where is the parking
I have lived next door to school for 30 years, this last two years parking outside my
house is a problem
I live on Goose Lane and find parking of school parents very poor around the front of my
property at starting and finishing times of school days.
If further housing is to be built, provide sufficient parking. Families in rural areas have 2
or 3 cars at least
Illegal or careless parking around school
Inappropriate parking - blocking driveways
It gets busy and dangerous at school start and finish times
Lack of consideration when parking by some parents
Lack of parking space in Upper Quinton. People visiting park on the green
Lack of parking was one of the factors that put me off using cygnets / Chatham Road
parking is obstructive
Lazy parents who refuse to walk a few yards! Ban parking within 400 metres of any
school. Allows for school buses - children learn to walk and parents can walk for a few
minutes with their children
Limited parking in side roads causes congestion
Live in Goose Lane alongside the doctors, have to park on the road, would be nice to have
a pull in
Many houses do not have enough parking space, this causes problems for everyone
Many houses have more than 2 cars, therefore street is very congested with the extra
cars
Many near misses reported to all parties but no remedy given
Many people are in houses with 1-2 parking spaces but have 3-4 cars. The amount of cars
parked on the roads is becoming a problem especially near roundabout at Meon Vale
entrance - too close to junction
Medical Centre needs extra car parking - some illegal parking overnight is occurring.
More houses = more traffic
New housing seems to have insufficient space for parking leading to abuse of verges etc
No parking for church or hairdressers in Friday Street
None, plenty of space everywhere
Not an issue very often yet! But given growing popularity of area and on-going property
developments, likely to get much worse.
Not enough off-road parking on estates and many cars are parked on pavements.
Not enough parking spaces
Not enough parking to accommodate all the residents
Not enough space to park as school has grown
Nothing to comment because nothing will be done.
Opposite the school needs to be double yellow lines as it is disgraceful how many people
dropping their children off at school park on the pavement opposite the school
Our estate is always short of spaces but there is a massive green
Our roads are so busy into Quinton. Many do not take heed of 30mph. Should be 20mph
outside school.
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parents can be a little inconsiderate at times but they have limited options
Parents drop children outside school and don't care about children crossing or traffic needs a crossing building
Parents from the school having no respect where they park and how they park
Parents now park wherever they can to pick up children. They block a 93-year-old drive
on banning corner part up Goose Lane and the main road; it's an accident waiting to
happen!
Parents parking on the junction opposite the school. Entrance to the orchard often
blocked causing a hazard
Parents too lazy to walk children last 50 yards to school
Parking around housing estates
Parking at school times are dangerous
Parking can be difficult at times in Upper Quinton. We need to be clearer where we want
ramblers to park and to have a designated overflow of spaces on the green
Parking for school needs better control and structure
Parking for school pick up/drop off is terrible. Especially directly outside the school and
cygnets. Maybe the new development at Goose Lane could designate school parking
spaces
Parking for the school is dangerous, there is not enough space, people are dropping
children off on the road as they can't park
Parking in or around the school is a hazard to the children arriving at school on foot or by
bike.
Parking in St Swithins Drive is getting very bad - having to use the path to park!
Parking is difficult up Hill Lane and cars are always parked opposite my driveway making
it extremely difficult to get in and out
Parking is much needed around the school - it's chaos at the beginning and end of the
school day
Parking is unacceptable at school times especially many collecting children live within
easy walking distance. Those using the shop are inconsiderate when parking, often
blocking my access also the calming measures on main road into St Swithins is a hazard
Parking ok
Parking on Goose in front of medical centre and bus stop
Parking on grass verges and damaging appearance and environment
Parking outside for 'heaven' in Friday Street is a particular issue for us. Often it’s difficult
to get out of our driveway
Parking outside my house in Friday Street for those who attend beauty salon. Makes it
difficult to get out of driveway
Parking should be banned near to the school
Parking/stopping to drop children off at school, big problem, someone will get knocked
over
People park anywhere and anyhow! Residents in Magdalen Close and the orchard must be
very patient as there are always cars parked on paths and blocking driveways. The zig
zag lines are ignored and people park on the corner by Cygnets nursery which can be
dangerous in the morning with cars everywhere and no actual crossing for the children to
cross safely
People parking anywhere to take children to school. They should walk their children to
school and leave a little early to do so it’s more healthy for the children and the
environment.
People parking on roads as not enough visitors parking - parking on paths/dropped kerbs
too close to junctions etc
People parking on the curbs and not on their driveways on the Meon Vale estate
People parking outside school on both sides making it dangerous to cross
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Residents get angry with Cygnets and school parking but where else do they go? extend
parking at school for cygnets and school stuff
Resident's parking on the pavement; pedestrians have to go around the vehicles on the
road. I saw a lady with a pram having to do this. Specifically the two houses on Main
Road beyond The Firs as you leave the village towards Ilmington.
Restricted parking by hairdressers or church
Roads around Park Lane/Turnpike Drive area are very narrow so those who park
responsibly in their own drives are often blocked by neighbours too lazy to use their
designated parking
Safe place for parents to park when dropping children off to school
School parking is poor.
School parking is very bad, and some drivers seem not to be able to understand the
yellow zig zag outside the school and actually try to drop off children in the playground if
possible
School parking is very dangerous
School parking or lack of causes a problem especially when raining and more children are
taken in the car
School pick up and drop off times all available parking taken
Should be double yellow lines near private parking spaces
So they don't have to park on verge
Some cars are parked partly on pavement for school collection. Illegal parking - Friday
Street
Some of the parents don't care where they park and sometimes park in private parking
spaces of residents
Some people must find school parking a nuisance. At the moment, shopping is not too
bad - but when developments already approved are finished, problems will start
The amount of children dropped off in cars and no actual space where they can stop
The continual parking along the edge of the dyke is pushing the banks inwards, especially
when the ground is soft due to rain or winter weather. Also narrows access for large
vehicles.
The facilities for venues at the village hall are excellent except for parking. As the venue
states it can hold up to 150 people the car park will not facilitate more than 20 cars. This
then impacts greatly on local residents with cars being parked in front of driveways and
also the speed of cars coming into the venue particularly as there is no secure fencing
around the play park facilities and local young children playing. Accidents are bound to
happen. Also as there is no suitable parking during the day for parents and children
visiting the park it puts people off using the facility
The major concern is the parking during school run times, there is no parking for parents
and the road is a danger
The number of cars stopping outside or near the primary school at peak times are a
safety concern as there is no school car par or facility for parent to drop off and/or collect
kids. The same applies for school busses etc who have to do the same thing
The parking for the school and nursery is horrendous. The parents do not care where they
park including on people’s driveways! Also parking on main road, an accident waiting to
happen
The parking of parents at school pick up/drop off is terrible. People park dangerously, on
junctions for example. It is an accident waiting to happen. More people should be
encouraged to walk in!
The school lack of parking is chaos, an accident waiting to happen
The volume of school parking represents a risk in the light of the speed and number of
vehicles travelling through the village which is turning into a rat run for many motorists
There are no imminent concerns, but the proposed further houses will strain the pull-in
space by the shop.
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There is very little in the way of parking in Lower Quinton
There should be provision for the ramblers in Upper Quinton, if possible not on the green
Too many cars and nowhere to park it's a nightmare
Too many cars are parked on roads, blocking a free pass through.
Too many cars park on footpaths in Meon Vale
Too many cars parking on residential streets restricting access for emergency vehicles
Too many vehicles at school drop off and collection times / Road is very busy, with little
regard for school children, need to improve speed control
Very busy in mornings/afternoons, school times - accidents waiting to happen
We are unable to park on Back Lane i.e. outside our own front door, because the road is
so narrow and is used hourly by buses and farm vehicles.
We get walkers parking in our area regularly. Parking has become an issue since
unnecessary houses have been horseshoed into our small close.
We park in our designated spots but many of our neighbours, both in our courtyard and
on Poland Avenue especially, often park all over the place. I'm concerned that this blocks
access for emergency vehicles. At the least, it is a nuisance for us as it blocks our access
When dropping children off, some parents have no consideration for where they park.
Blocking drives, parking down already narrow roads. School staff parking down residential
roads and blocking access on a daily basis for the full school day
When people park cars on pavement, buggies/prams/push chairs/children on
scooters/wheelchairs and elderly have to use the road - wrong!
When school is starting or nearing start or finishing time we personally cannot access our
old friends drive opposite the school entrance as cars are parked up to or over here drive
entrance. Also, cars park on the pavement making access for walkers, wheelchairs or
pushchairs impossible
Whilst I understand that more new housing is needed generally, the new houses that are
built don't allow for the number of cars likely to be parked and roads just aren't wide
enough for 'on road' parking
With proposed additional housing parking will become a problem
Within my housing estate off main road/park lane, a resident has begun to park up to 5 or
more business vehicles at a time at sometimes of day. They clog the roads preventing
movement. They also take advantage of the unallocated parking laybys
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With regard to traffic calming measures, please tick those you want retained or
added?
– If other suggestion, please write in box below.
Re-establish a volunteer group using hand held speed cameras.
We will at some point in the near future require traffic lights on to the main road from the
village (B4632 junction).
Police checks at night, speeding boy racers between 10-3.
Periodic police speed checks
Road markings around Meon Vale
Random police speed camera.
Speed Cameras
Speed bumps to slow buses down.
Never seen a speed camera in the village
More chicanes at each end of the village
Zebra crossing between Meon Vale and Lower Quinton
Crossing from Meon Vale to Lower Quinton - path to Upper Quinton
Pedestrian crossing in front of school
20mph near school
Some sort of crossing for the children
Visiting radar vans
Occasionally have speed cameras in operation
Zebra crossing for child safety
not required
Pedestrian traffic light crossing
Something to slow traffic
Speed camera on Campden Road/Main road, pedestrian crossing
Very clear signage
Enforcement of speed limits, not speed restraints
Speed cameras
Speed cameras
Speed camera as flashing signs don't work
Slower speed restrictions outside school between 8:30-9:15 / 15:00-16:30
Repeater signs
20mph limit by school, term time 08:15-09:00 and 15:00-15:45
No one takes notice
Speed cameras
Chicane east end of village before the church
Occasional visits by police camera van and erection of mobile speed camera signs as in
Alderminster
All options to calm traffic = excellent, yes please
Ban buses and HGV FROM Taylors Lane.
No more traffic calming measures.
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Please write in below the names of any roads or junctions in the Parish that are
danger spots and in need of traffic calming or better traffic management.
20 mph limit outside the school, at morning and afternoon times
A crossing is needed from Campden Road to Lower Quinton (as well as paths on both
sides of the road)
A right turn from Stileman Close onto the road through the village cannot see because of
high hedge and dangerous because of speeding vehicles on main road
Access from Main Rd onto Campden Rd will become increasingly problematic, particularly
turning right to Stratford, with additional traffic. Either traffic lights or road realignment
with a roundabout would be beneficial.
All of the above plus crossing opposite school and nursery
All the roads are getting so busy and people are driving so fast in the village. Also people
are driving at night drunk on the country lanes and no one is policing the villages
anywhere.
Another chicane by entrance to 'the firs'
Another speed limiting sign near the firs
Around the school at starting and finishing times. The speed limit should be lowered to 20
mph at these times.
Around the school crossing is difficult with all the junctions
B4632 junction with Station Road, main road junction with B4632 dangerous
Back Lane
Back Lane (rural part) people speed and don't slow down near the duck pond. Accident
waiting to happen.
Back Lane full of pot holes on bends, damage to cars where having to pull over for others
to pass etc
Back Lane Lower Quinton, junction Taylors Lane/B4632
Back Lane single track road to B4632 overuse has dangerous corners and dangerous exit
on to B4632
Back Lane, cars, vans, lorries have turned back lane into a rat run the speed in lane and
by pond is ridiculous 'we have cars using Back Lane as a short cut from the villages close
by
Back Lane/Friday Street cars vans lorries have turned Back Lane into a rat run. The speed
driven in lane and by pond is ridiculous do not forget this is a footpath also to drive
through village takes one minute longer to save a minute and be able to speed as turned
Back Lane into a mud trap
Back Lane/Main Road by old school house very bad angle, blind for turning right
Bannings corner - T junction with main Campden Road, increased footfall by parents and
children
Before St Swithins wood / Outside the primary school - speed bumps
Bend at top of Goose Lane, road going into Upper Quinton, just past Lockwood’s garage
entrance. It is very narrow and traffic on you very quickly
Bend near pub on Main Road and Back Lane near pond, people drive too fast into village
Between Duck Pond and Old Coach House, families feed ducks and fish in pond. Drivers
don't slow down.
Between Friday Street junction and the turning to Hidcote = or the end of the 30 mile
limit
Bus stops moved from opposite Magdalen Close. Hedges cut back at main road Campden Road - Station Road
Buses in Back Lane
By farm where new 30mph flashing sign is, as you approach village coming in from
Ilmington Way
By school - this really should be a 20 zone
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By the school as cars speed past with no regard for others
Calming measure chicanes coming into Quinton from Admington.
Campden Road and Lower Quinton turning. Absolutely an accident waiting to happen with
a young child/pram. The pavement is not wide enough, and cars drive way too fast. I
would walk to Lower Quinton more if it was safer, instead I go the Upper Quinton way. A
path on opposite side
Campden Road crossing from Meon to Quinton
Campden Road, junction Campden Road and Lower Quinton. 20mph around Meon Vale
Campden Road, Main Road
Campden Road/Main road junction - reduce speed to 40mph, main road especially past
the school
Campden Road/Station Road junction, poor visibility. Needs to be 40mph from before
Station Road to after Meon Vale. Main road into Quinton from Campden Road, cars
entering village at high speeds.
Car parking on the bend Goose Lane
Chatham Road junction off roundabout. People on Campden Road do not slow down
sufficiently for the roundabout, making it hazardous pulling out of Chatham Road
Chatham Road. Wellington Avenue for sure.
Chatham/Gundulf Road Meon Vale
Condition of the banksides in Back Lane with pot holes created damage to the underside
of your car when pulling over to let drivers pass
Corner of Goose Lane/Taylors Lane. Slow the buses and lorries lane.
Crossing the Campden Road from main road near the school and shop on main road
During school pick-ups/drop off the traffic is horrendous, I fear an accident involving a
child
Each end of the village
Eastern entrance/exit to village, cars speeding up and slowing down for 30mph limit
End of the village leaving towards Admington - cars speed in and out of that end of the
village - poor visibility means it’s dangerous if you're walking, running or cycling as no
paths
Entrance roads to Meon Vale. many people exceeding speed limit which can be dangerous
with children playing
Entrance to Lower Quinton off Campden Road - not safe to cross, especially with children
Entrance to village by Quinton grange
Exit from Friday Street. This would be helped by the chicane
Exit from Taylors Lane on to B4632 as always difficult to have good vision of cars coming
from left and right
Exit from Taylors Lane onto B4632, speeding traffic in both directions.
Fordway, Chipping Campden Road from Quinton to and into Meon Vale
Friday Street into main street, Old School into main street
Friday Street, cars speed out of the back lane as they can see down the village, it needs a
halt sign
From the Quinton sign on the Admington Road to the church
Goose Lane
Goose Lane from Main Road. Outside School.
Goose Lane junction with medical centre access
Goose Lane, Magdalen Close, Thackeray Close, Wellington Avenue
Goose Lane.
Goose Lane.
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Goose Lane/Taylors Lane
Green man traffic light for families/pedestrians walking between the Meon Estate. The
primary school Lower Quinton on main B4632 near main road
I do not consider that any additional traffic calming measures are desirable
I feel that the Campden Road near to Main Road and up to the Meon Vale island the speed
limit should be reduced
In front of the school during drop off and pick up time or school hours to 20mph
maximum or even 10mph
In the Ford Way, at the first corner, the privilege is wrong. It is stupid that cars leaving
leisure area to left must give way to turning traffic
Junction at B4632 can be tricky
Junction back lane turning right onto main road - houses wall comes out too far and too
tall to see left - lots of people pulling out on you!
Junction from village onto B4632 - hedge requires more frequent cutting to improve
safety.
Junction of Main Road and Campden Road, junction of Station Road and Campden Road
Junction of main road and Campden Road. Campden Road
Junction with Taylors Lane and B4632 - visibility poor - needs to be gritted in winter
Junction with the B4632
Junctions of Taylors Lane and Back Lane with B4632
Just the main road - people bomb through it. Am worried about my daughters safety
Long Marston has a good traffic sign which tells the driver the speed they are travelling
at.
Main Campden Road - a real problem
Main road - even with traffic calming area between the firs and old school - speeds of
50mph
Main road - opposite the school
Main road - people constantly speeding
Main road - Taylor's Lane was better years ago with cattle grids
Main Road and Goose Lane - speeding vehicles / Back Lane - speed limit currently 60mph
should be 30mph from both ends
Main Road as it curves around the Church and Village Green. Farm vehicles in particular
should have a 20mph limit in the LQ village.
Main Road between the Firs and College Farm becomes like a race track, as traffic speeds
up and frequently triggers the flashing sign by College Farm. There need to be speed
bumps or a chicane on that part of the road and a flashing sign by the Churchyard.
Main Road by the church, cars and lorries go fast
Main road from Church. Bend so bad to 10/11/12 cottages - need restriction above.
Main road from initial 30mph sign near the Campden Road until past the primary school
Main Road from Meon Vale to Quinton, children always walking and crossing there and
cars driving far too fast. School needs a crossing as roads are so busy now
Main road in between pub and shop
Main Road in Lower Quinton, flashing signs do nothing
Main road into and out of village.
Main road into Meon Vale (Western Heights). Campden Road/Lower Quinton junction.
Main Road is used as a race track - the flashing signs were a waste of time and money.
Speed bumps and crossing near the school. This is very dangerous at pick up and drop off
- too many cars parking along the Main Road, add buses and lorries to the mix, an
accident is waiting to happen
Main Road outside of school
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Main Road outside school
Main Road Quinton. Campden Road.
Main road through Lower Quinton - cars go fast through the village
Main road through Quinton
Main Road through Quinton past Chinese, main road into Meon Vale down to industrial
park, junction from Campden Road into Quinton
Main Road!
Main Road, people constantly speed down here
Main street is very dangerous with speeding traffic from early morning - till night.
Main Street on to Chipping Camden Road, Station Road on to B4632
Main street through village.
Main Street, Goose Lane, Taylors Lane B4632
Maintain hedges on exit from village onto Campden Road, to allow vision at junction - bus
stops moved on school days buses in opposite directions stop alongside each other,
outside chip shop and traffic comes to a standstill (buses also ruining grass verges)
Many of the junctions on Meon Vale. There are no give way lines at any junctions and
therefore no indication of priority or drivers stopping/slowing down at junctions
None, current measures are adequate.
Occasional Police speed camera vans or patrols on Campden Road.
On entrance to village hall car park and several outside the school
Opposite the school, especially at 3.15 when children are going home.
Orchard to main road
Outside primary school and nursery in Lower Quinton. Junction Main Road and Campden
Road and Station Road and Campden Road
Outside school
Outside the school there needs to be a crossing, you can wait up to 10 minutes to cross
the road. There will be an accident soon, I am surprised there has not been one already
Overall speed limit should be reduced and monitored with speed cameras
Paint double yellow lines before junctions
Pedestrian crossing on Campden Road near the junction of main road to join Campden
Road. Definite danger spot - better traffic management and calming also needed around
this area
People travel too quickly on the High Street. Cameras and enforcement would be a great
deterrent.
Please - No Speed bumps!!
Poland Avenue/The Fordway, especially the corner towards Main Road, people drive very
fast and it’s a blind corner, also not careful of cats or children
Quinton cygnets cross with 2-4 yr. olds in am and pm
Reduce speed limit by school - especially between school hours (drop off times)
Reduced speed limit past the school.
Reduced speed on Taylors Lane.
Remove chicanes at Meon Vale. They are dangerous in bad weather and for visitors
Road leading to industrial park, by the school - still people parking dangerously
Some cars speed up for traffic calming access. Cars speed in and out of village - church
end
Speed bumps better than chicanes - present ones are eyesore
Speed bumps into the village the church end - or chicane - to reduce people speeding
through
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Speed bumps would be more effective on Taylors Lane approach to Upper Quinton rather
than ugly flashing signs which are ignored
Speed bumps would be more effective than present measures, people have to slow down
Speed limit flashing sign needs to flash the speed.
Speed limit reduced to 20mph and monitored
Speeding cars and motorcycles main road Quinton
Station Road - Long Marston
Station Road to Campden Road, Upper Quinton to Campden Road. Main road to Campden
Road
Station Road turning onto Campden Road is a blind spot. A mini roundabout would have
been good to see when they changed the road.
Stileman Close to main road
Stileman Close, a crossing on Campden Road for school children
Tailors Lane and Goose Lane mostly too narrow- do not see that any further development
should be considered with ongoing development nearby at Meon Vale, rest of the camp
and the airfield with inadequate infrastructure to the detriment of the entire area
Taylors Lane and at crossing onto Campden Road
Taylors Lane approach to Upper Quinton
Taylors Lane require traffic management as speeding and oversized vehicles using road
quickly increasing causing deep and dangerous ruts on verges. I am recovering from a fall
directly caused by this damage
Taylors Lane right past the green at Upper Quinton it’s not solely a bus lane
Taylors Lane Upper Quinton
Taylors Lane, Edmonds Close, Dobbie Road.
Thackeray entrance/exit dangerous because of speeders on main road, difficult to exit
The area opposite the green is not wide enough for traffic to overtake
The B4632 junction with the main village road is getting very busy and can be difficult.
The B4632 is a very busy road and there are more pedestrians coming from Meon Vale,
many with children. A crossing or central island would reduce the risk of accidents to
pedestrians
The bend going into Upper Quinton - by Lockwoods garage drive
The greenery at the corner of Taylors Lane and the B4632 can make things dangerous
The junction of Back Lane and Main Road at the old school has restricted visibility to the
left
The junction of Main Road and Friday Street is difficult due to poor visibility. The junction
of Back Lane and Main Road at the old school is the same
The junction of Taylors Lane and Meon Vale poor visibility due to undergrowth
The main road going right through Lower Quinton, particularly between the chip shop and
Corbett House
The main Stratford/ Mickleton Road (B4632) needs urgent speed reduction measures
from Taylor’s lane to station Road and a wider pathway/ cycle track from Main Street to
the Meon Vale round-about. The narrow pathway is so narrow that pedestrians,
sometimes with pushchairs have to walk in the road to pass pedestrians coming in the
opposite direction. Additionally cyclists also use the path, hence the need for a dedicated
pedestrian cycle track.
The only concern about traffic is near the school/nursery at the start and end of the day
The t junction onto the main road is extremely busy and can be difficult to exit and is
becoming dangerous for pedestrians
The traffic calming is sufficient for most
the traffic calming seems pointless.no need
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The use of Back Lane for bus route, the junction of main road to Back Lane
Through road in Quinton - boy racers
T-junction out of Lower Quinton on to main road
Traffic do not slowdown in time as they enter the village at the firs end
Turning out on to speed calming area those who do this often turn into path of oncoming
traffic, the exit onto main road from Stileman Close is a blind spot - several accidents
have occurred
Upper Quinton Road
Urgent action needed at Campden Road/Main Road to allow safe pedestrian crossing for
parents and children walking to Quinton school from Meon Vale. Current situation is highly
dangerous, pelican crossing needed
Verge too long on corner of Taylors Lane and Campden Road.
We do not need any extra traffic calming measures
We need to slow people on the main road. People travel too fast.
Wellington Avenue in Meon Vale - the zebra crossing near the shop/park is dangerous, not
clearly signposted and cars don't stop. The crossing on Campden Road near the car wash
needs a pelican crossing.
Wellington Road Meon Vale / Camden Road from Meon to Quinton - needs a lower speed
limit and a crossing desperately
Western Heights Road - entry into Industrial Estate - vehicles regularly exceed speed
limit.
When coming into the village from main road near Swithins wood
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The Community Infrastructure Levy provides funds for infrastructure
improvements across the Parish, such as when a new build development (11+
houses) occurs. In such a case, please comment on what improvements you
would like to see the Levy money used for.
A safer crossing and walkway from Meon Vale (maybe using the fields) linking the
greenway to Quinton safer crossing outside the school
Adding a swimming pool to the Meon Vale leisure building
Adequate approach roads and parking spaces.
Affordable housing
Affordable housing for young people and families under £200,000. For working families on
lower incomes £300,000 is not affordable!
All well and good that Meon Vale has gas and Quinton parish has infrastructure for gas by
Willicote but haven’t installed gas off mains, gas main along Campden Road
An infrastructure levy should be used to improve the medical and primary school facilities.
I think greater care could also be given to the grass cutting and hedge cutting to enhance
the village. The ridiculously expensive bus contract should be investigated from a financial
situation (i.e. subsidies) to the detriment of local funds.
anything to improve b4632
As ticked in Q14
Back Lane (road) Developed into a B road through, so as to allow traffic to miss coming
through village, except for access.
Being able to cross safely from Meon to Quinton
Better broadband (fibre), better maintenance of roads
Better crossing at entrance to Lower Quinton from Campden Road
Better drainage on Main Road to reduce the flooding. More street lighting on Main Road
and Goose Lane. Better street cleaning. More signs/education/fines for people allowing
their dogs to foul the pavements ... a big problem in Quinton!
Better facilities for the residents of the parish
Better footpaths and road repairs. Mobile phone reception needs improving (4G+ etc)
Better pavements. Road Improvement Schemes.
Better roads
Better roads and off-road parking
Better roads. Can't keep building thousands of houses (Meon Vale & Cala Garden Village)
with only a 'B' road for the extra traffic. Infrastructure around Stratford appalling - get it
sorted!!!
Broadband and mobile phone reception
Broadband improvement, road traffic calming measures, school improvements not sure if
that’s infrastructure
Broadband improvements. Better road surfaces. Improved/safer pavements and footpaths
Broadband is in desperate need of upgrading on our street. We have taken this up with
open reach. Provision for Virgin would be ideal. Phone signal is poor and needs looking
into. Oil is not cost effective and gas should be made available
Broadband, not quick enough for modern life. Roads keep being dug up and patched
making a very poor road surface and in places dangerous (might be outside parish).
Build parks so kids have somewhere to have fun
Building more car park space, building more footpath and sport grounds. Roads - make
sure they can cope with amount of traffic. pedestrian traffic
Communications, green spaces
Crossing over Campden Road to Lower Quinton with improved footpath with a 40mph
speed limit between Long Marston and Lower Quinton and Meon Vale / Improved
broadband connection for Meon Vale
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Dealing with the pot holes and the upkeep of the roads
Doesn't matter what we think - the money will be spent as the powers that be say
anyway.
Drainage
Drainage - pooling of water on the main road in Quinton opposite Goose Lane is terrible so many people get splashed by cars driving through the huge puddles which appear
every time it rains. Hill Lane is at maximum capacity for sewerage - it needs to be looked
at as I am sure there are problems elsewhere. Lighting required in between the doctor’s
surgery and Upper Quinton - pitch black and doesn't feel safe walking in the village in the
dark. Walking on the footpaths is difficult as lots of bushes overgrown - plus down the
public footpath very overgrown at present
Drainage flood prevention
Due to all the building at Meon Vale the road surface of the Campden Road is very poor.
Shortly after it was resurfaced it was dug up to provide mains gas to Meon Vale and now
needs to be resurfaced again
Education
Education
Effective speed control on village roads (flashing signs are not effective) effective means
people cannot ignore it
Ensuring environmental impact is minimised so flooding sewers etc
Expansion of woodland, protected areas for nature
Extended bus service times, extended externally supplied courses at the village hall
Flood prevention, relief roads from near estates into Stratford
Footpath and crossing across Campden Road, pot hole repairs
Footpaths / Cycle ways / Green spaces / Parks and fields, wildlife areas and playing fields
Footpaths, cycle lanes, phone communications, pedestrian crossings
For schools
Gas brought into village / School to ease traffic from Meon Vale / Road to Stratford can't
cope with traffic
Gas in Lower Quinton accessible. Broadband to be as up to date in Lower as Upper.
Potholes down. Back Lane to be completely filled! Phone reception is important in homes
as well as outside!
Homes for local workers
I believe that we should look to plan for longer sites within the village as these will bring
in better benefits for the village through contributors, as well as a reasonable amount of
affordable homes. I would like to see the monies spent on - B4632
improvements/improved play areas/sports pitches and traffic calming
I don't think any more new houses need to be built in the parish at all. The number that
have already been built will be perfectly adequate for the next few years
I would like to see a vet for the animals and owners who cannot drive. Also, a takeaway southern fried chicken or Indian.
I would like to see it used for maintenance to the roads and the up keeping of the church.
If funding were available I believe that this village would best benefit from built provisions
but money for e.g. youth worker
If more housing developments then roads are needed for the increase in traffic
I'm not sure I understand this question. If a new development occurs the developers
should already be aware of standards and facilities required
Improve drainage on main road by Aylestone Close, the corner of Goose Lane and both
sides of the road opposite the shop. Walkers are continually splashed during wet weather
and it is difficult for old people to cross the road because of the width of the puddles
Improve village hall. Add more to the Meon Vale leisure buildings
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Improved facilities for school. Improved road infrastructure. Mains gas to those without it.
Improved mobile phone reception, well paved roads and pavements
Improved pavement from Quinton to Meon Vale, including cycle path. Pavement
dangerously narrow along Campden Road with no safe place to cross.
Improved road structure
Improved roads as they are in a shocking state and some new lamp posts for current
main roads.
Improved street lighting at east end of village
Improvement in road junction on Campden Road into village
Improvement in sports facilities. Parking facilities outside village hall. Football wall
Improvement of local roads and footpaths
Improvement of pavements and footpaths some of which are in a dangerous state of
disrepair and others which are not wide enough for pushchairs and wheelchairs despite
there being wide grass verges
Improvement of road junction into the village by either providing traffic lights to ensure
families can travel safely from Meon Vale to the primary school and to allow easier access
from the village
Improvement to local roads. This is required due to the additional vehicles using them
which in turn is due to new build developments in area
Improvement/expansion of the school
Improvements in paths and pavements - speed control, open spaces
Improvements in pedestrian access to Meon Vale from Lower Quinton. Primary school on
Meon Vale, Lower Quinton is oversubscribed
Improvements in the link footpath from Quinton to Meon Vale - it gets overgrown by
nettles and children need to cross the 50mph road. We've had numerous electricity
outages - our electricity distribution is a new company (in Meon Vale). More imaginative
children’s play equipment - e.g. Kompan equipment is better than the play equipment in
the parks at Meon Vale. The parks in Broadway/ Stratford rec use this type of play
equipment with more houses - the dr and dentist is getting busier and the Campden Road
is busy in rush hour.
improvements to broadband speeds - i.e. fibre to the premises and sympathetic
improvement to high speed cellular phone coverage i.e. 4G/5G (when available)
Improvements to pavements in village/parish and access parking to schools
Improvements to school and village hall.
Improvements to the pavement/footpath along Campden Road between Meon Vale and
Lower Quinton. Footpath suitable for prams between Meon Vale and Meon medical centre
Improvements to the school. Mobile phone tower. Better paths and walkways.
Improving links between Meon Vale and Quinton safer pedestrian and cycle paths
Improving the road connection to the other side of the river Avon as so many people live
here but work in Leamington, Warwick and Coventry
Improving/extending the medical facilities / Improving the care taken for trimming back
trees along roads and paths. No one seems to want to take responsibility and quite often
residents do it / Road surfaces are terrible along the Main Road
In homes owned by orbit, the electric storage heaters are awful and exceptionally costly.
If mains gas was installed at least eventually we would hopefully be able to receive gas
central heating
In my view no measure of further development, however minimal, is appropriate within
Quinton is desirable or acceptable. Hence it is irrelevant to consider the Community
Infrastructure Levy as it presupposes development which will adversely compromise the
present character of the village. An assumption against all further development is most
important given the significant recent development within the village and the very
substantial and continuing development in nearby Meon Vale and Marston airfield.
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Increase Mobile phone reception Suitable parking areas for off road parking Maintain and
improve broadband speeds
Installation of gas in the village, maintenance of roads, improvement to bus services /
There is gas to Meon Vale, gas will be available at LMA it is needed in Quinton. Oil is
expensive and the village has no choice at the moment
It would be nice to be able to walk to Mickleton on a pavement
Junction improvements indicated in Q6. Grit bins around estates not covered by gritting
Just not wasted
Keeping everything traditional
Landscaping
Landscaping
Leisure facilities
Levy money should be used on improving local services such as school, doctors, local
roads and open space for residents.
Local children given the chance to live in the village, when thinking of marrying. My family
has lived in the village for over 100 years, what chance my children.
Local easy accessible facilities
Lower Quinton used to be a quiet village now you in the council has turned it into a town!
with all the new houses going up! No more please!
Main Road need resurfacing, bus stops need shelters
Mains gas
Mains gas
Mains gas for all who want it
Mains gas provision to existing properties in the village / Adequate pavements/footpaths
for any new road infrastructure
Mains gas supply / Roads/junctions / Electricity supply -regular power cuts /
Pavements/footpaths on side roads as well as main roads
Mains gas supply to the village!
Mains gas to the village
Mains gas, better footpath/pavements/cycle paths. Improved mobile phone reception
Mains gas. Proper surfacing of road in Back Lane
Make footpaths wider
Making it safer for people to cross the main road at Lower Quinton junction as parents
with children, pushchairs have to cross twice daily. Also, for villagers walking up to the
facilities at Meon Vale
Massive wasted opportunity = tourism/jobs Stratford council seem keen to keep all
tourists in Shakespeare land! Quinton hill fort is a scheduled monument. The views are
some of the best in the country, there is not even a brown sign to indicate things of
historic importance. Only keen cyclists seem aware of the place at all, yet people can get
to here by bus. Some signs, a village centre cafe, and leaflets in Stratford tourist
information might assist - and bring more business to the pub. Really small amount of
help could make a difference to existing businesses - mainly cosmetic e.g.
paint/sign/tables at chip shop, garden front at pub, facelift outside corner shop
Medical centre / Schools (primary and secondary) more attention needs to be paid the
narrow roads, Taylors Lane is not wide enough for buses and HGV's
Mobile phone signal is very poor. Roads have pot holes. Pavements are narrow.
Mobile reception improvement.
Mobile signal is non-existent for me at my home, however I would not want to see a
mobile phone tower on Meon Hill / The roads and drainage seem to be largely fine
currently, but with additional development would come additional wear
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Modern communications vital. High speed internet, excellent mobile coverage, better bus
service (evenings/Sunday)
More doctors and school spaces available.
More greenery, trees on residential streets, this would be aesthetically pleasing but also
help to absorb the sound within the street
More places at the school and consideration for the impact on the medical centre
More school and children-based facilities, they are the possible future of the village.
More shopping facilities. Improved roads - pavements
More space for children to play safely
Need a footpath on both sides of main road for people who live in Meon Vale
New roads
No more houses, road improvements need to be done. The Main Road is only a 'B' road.
Hands out of back pocket banks and put into road improvements.
No more new build developments = no levy money
No more new developments
Not infrastructure but funding and support for community activities and outreach. Scouts,
nosh and natter, toddler groups, youth club
Not sure
Not to built up and green open spaces
On the basis of the opening statement re housing, there is no need to consider
developments of 11+ houses at this stage. Ask the question again in 2025
Park equipment for children and teenagers / Junction onto B4632 needs a roundabout at
entrance to village
Paths and pavements to be kept clear of overhanging hedges. In Goose Lane blackberry
bushes to be cut back from over road
Paths and roads, mains gas
Pathway/pedestrian way in Upper Quinton towards the greenway
Pavements and road maintenance
Pelican crossing at Campden road/Main road junction to allow safe walking of parents and
children to Quinton school from Meon Vale current situation is highly dangerous
Pipe and ditch in front of school and housing estates
Planting large numbers of additional trees to create a green corridor along the main roads
in Quinton Maintenance of church
Planting of more trees and plants in village all along the main road creating a green
screen between the road and the houses/buildings. More trees in Back Lane and around
the church. Upkeep of church.
Play areas, walks and planting of flowers and shrubs. Waste bins and dog waste bins.
Road calming measures. Invest in social facilities e.g. pub, village hall, church
Pot holes
Preparation for flooding / Better phone and broadband to help isolated people / Whatever
energy improvements that will help people from low income households experience less
fuel poverty
Promote the rail link to Long Marsden (Meon Vale) it will solve a lot of traffic problems for
the future
Protect wildlife
Protected crossing/footpaths across Campden Road. Road repairs
Provision of green space is very important within or around the development.
Improvement to public transport services.
Provision of mains gas
Provision of mains gas and better road provision and mobile phone/broadband reception
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Provision of mains gas should be available at no extra cost now there are new house
developments in the near area.
Provision of mains gas to existing homes. Filling in of pot holes, general road
maintenance. Crossing between Campden Road and Lower Quinton
Provision of mains gas to Lower Quinton
Provision of mains gas to reduce cost to houses already in the village, same with
broadband and cable - to allow existing homes to be up to date with other areas and new
homes
Provision of more parking
Put back into improvement of pavements, footpaths, roads
Put back into the community. But remember this is a village and should stay a village.
Re planting of hedges, trees, communal ground, footpath creating for access. The church
and churchyard are a credit to those who care for it. I hope that it will continue to be
treasured and funds to ensure that would help
Removal of telephone wires on poles / Burial of electricity supply
Repair roads damaged by building work / Install safe crossing from Meon Vale to Lower
Quinton and school crossing on main road / Parking at school for staff and cygnets
nursery / Cycle lane from Meon Vale to Lower Quinton
Road improvements
Road junctions and crossings, open spaces, investment in community facilities e.g. village
hall, playing fields
Road maintenance and improvements to forestry in village
Road repairs and footpaths, a proper bus stop would be very handy
Road safety
Road safety and trees
Road safety measures, protecting green spaces.
Road safety, power supplies
Roads
Roads
Roads (pot holes) and footpaths
Roads and landscaping of site
Roads and pavements continually maintained - too many pot holes. Gas supply by mains
would be helpful
Roads brought into good repair and kept that way
Roads but do not agree with any new build development occurring in the first place
Roads in need of repair. Footpaths - poor condition, some not useable as hedges and
gardens have overgrown on to them. Repair grass verges where buses and large lorries
from builders and road works and BT vans) have made huge holes and caused a lot of
damage. Planters on entry to village, better maintained
Roads! Roads! Roads!
Roads, education facilities, investment in GP surgery to facilitate expansion
Roads/footpaths
School and village hall
School facilities
Some improvement on main roads. Alystons Close road needs tarmacking also
pavements. Due to excess school traffic.
Speed restrictions - improve means to cross road from Meon Vale to Quinton safely and
pathway between the two
Spend the money on improving road surfaces, providing some actual reception for the
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phones we pay for and broadband coverage to be improved greatly
Sport/leisure facilities - proper footpath from the green Upper Quinton to main road /
Community group facilities / Better vandalism protection at village hall, more parking on
village hall premises
Street lighting, bins
Sunday bus service
Support for retail outlets - encourage more business and improve the image of the area
Taylors Lane is not currently fit for purpose i.e Buses and HGV usage when the road is not
wide enough in most places for vehicles to pass safely. In addition to this the current
!speed limit 50 MPH is ridiculous ! This encourages drivers coming into the village to
ignore the 30 MPH speed limit totally; the new 30 MPH digital sign is ignored! by most
drivers and including the buses. The reason for this is the straight stretch running towards
Edmonds Close and Dobbie Road Junction. These junctions need further traffic calming
measures in my opinion.
The existing roads were not designed for so many houses. Crossings are essential for
pedestrian safety, as are paths, to stop people being forced into the path of vehicles
The Goose Lane road is not capable of taking more traffic - Meon medical centre - Goose
Lane - Quinton fields - buses - agricultural traffic to Lower Quinton garage
The junction at the main road needs improving, corner in Upper Quinton too narrow for
buses to travel through safely. Goose Lane road - too many speeding cars, very narrow
The more housing there is the more important public parks and walking areas are. With
the increased amount of traffic there is less and less opportunity to just take a simple
walk in the area.
The pavement from Meon Vale to Quinton desperately needs looking at before there is a
serious accident on the Camden Road. Drainage needs assessing outside the school
before anymore building takes place
The provision of gas to the village would be top of my list followed by improved
pavements and footpaths. I would like to see a community wide appreciation of the
dangers of pollution, including radiation and a concerted effort made to manage and keep
this pollution to a minimum
The pub is on a confined site and need all facilities to make a living! Another room about
half the size of the small hall would allow better facility for meetings, coffee mornings,
and small functions. Now there is no vicarage, there is nowhere to replace the often-used
vicarage dining room
The roads and pavements are in a terrible state, particularly main road
The roads and pavements are in a terrible state, particularly main road
There aren't enough high-speed broadband connections available at Meon Vale to meet
demand. Connection time from BT on new developments is terrible! We waited 3-4
months to be connected
This has been answered in question 14
To bring gas to existing homes and not just new developments such as Meon Vale
To bring gas to the village
To develop a village centre area
To ensure there are adequate school spaces before persimmon is granted to build more
homes / That there is adequate parking for each new house - every house has at least 2
cars per home - therefore building homes with space for 1 car is stupid as this forces
people to park in stupid and often dangerous locations / That there are adequate spaces
available at both the dentist and doctors before the homes are built. We're fed up of
housing developers promising schools and medical centres and then leaving the
development, once all the houses have been built and sold, not fulfilling their promise of
providing these vital facilities
To maintain appearance of village, litter has been an issue especially from the playing
field and school children. Man now picks up litter? What a difference - pay that man. Cut
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hedges and verges properly! Makes a huge difference to the feel of the place
To stop monies being built. Quinton is full.
Traffic light/crossing at t junction Campden Road to help crossing
Tree planting, safety measures, open space
Upkeep of pavements and roads
Use funds for road improvement into Stratford-upon-Avon. Queues into Stratford start at
Clifford Chambers.
Use to improve local services especially school and doctors
We all pay road tax, but the roads also have pot holes which can cause damage to our
cars
We are trapped to flow gas due to location of tanks, so we cannot get competitive prices.
We have also been left without gas! Would love mains gas brought to the village.
We don't need any more houses in this area
We have only been here a few weeks - hard to comment
We have only electricity so many houses still use coal or have developed an external tank
for oil or gas. The village needs to be more efficient so either more environmentally
friendly power source of gas added to each house
We need better mobile reception as it is really poor in the area
Widen Taylors Lane access road
Widening footpaths outside of the school (remove grass sections) / Safer pedestrian
crossing from Meon Vale to Lower Quinton
Would not want to see developments, 11 houses or more
You do not explain if such a levy is in place now because of Swithins Wood and Quinton
fields development
Youth club / Dementia club / Infrastructure improvements i.e. village hall / Traffic calming
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Would you be happy to see possible future housing built in some fields/land
outside the proposed built-up area boundary for Lower and Upper Quinton? If
your answer is Yes, please describe the locations which fields/land you see as
suitable for possible future housing using the map below.
The land surrounding Back Lane would be appropriate. Meon Hill must be protected and
no dwellings erected which would spoil the beauty of Quinton.
there has been way too much development recently, don't want any more
the scrub field adjacent to Meon close in Upper Quinton would be perfect for a small
development.
As noted above, there should be a settled assumption against any further housing
development regardless of its scale or character.
Land at either end of Lower Quinton, but NOT in the central area And land to the west of
Upper Quinton, between the existing boundary and Campden Road
Upper Quinton as there is good road. The area past the church on the right side would be
good for housing going out of the village.
Land to north of nursing home and Millfield close.
Land North of nursing home up to the school
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If the fields/land you believe are suitable for future housing are in the Parish
but NOT shown on the Boundary map, then please describe their location below.
Don't need even more houses
Field on left hand side going out of Lower Quinton, next to Thackerey Close.
Land at airfield house, adjacent to Long Marston airfield. The site is brownfield land as it
used to be part of the airfield, it is 4.45 acres in total and could accommodate 50 houses
Meon Vale side of main Stratford/Broadway road.
Meon Vale warehousing east of current development of St Modwen site
No further surrender of agricultural land
No more
No more houses in Quinton required
No more new houses
None
None
None! We do not need to live in a town
None, no more houses required
Quinton is a village not a town and the roads/network locally just can't take any more
volume. 35 minutes to get across the bridge into S.O.A is not uncommon.
Roads needed.
See above
See map
The neighbouring developments ie Meon Vale and St Swithins have greatly over stretched
the local requirements. I do not believe we should for a very long time have any
additional homes built. I think we cover more than our share already.
The question is not clear. I don't think any more development should be tacked on to the
villages. The existing border properties won't like it, and incomers will want views. No
more affordable housing should be built, such houses always lead to problems because
they offer no challenge or scope and youngsters making trouble
There is no land within the boundary map suitable for future housing.
There is no room for future housing in Quinton until local roads upgraded.
There is sufficient new housing on Meon Valley plus the Long Marston air field. There is no
need for more housing in Quinton itself. Infill only
Think they may eventually struggle to sell houses unless there are more jobs in the area
To the north of Lower Quinton, behind the primary school or to the East of Lower Quinton
extending the village to the East
Upper Quinton as there is good road. The area past the church on the right side would be
good for housing going out of the village.
Upper Quinton need their fair share of new developments as it only seems to affect Lower
Quinton at present!
West end of Lower Quinton to main road
When are you planning to stop
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What priorities should the Neighbourhood Plan have in protecting the quality of
the existing built environment? If other, please explain below
Off road parking to keep roads clear for traffic flow.
When Quinton Fields have been built, we have lost our beautiful view of Meon Hill from
the main road! Tragic.
They will do what they like anyway.
Not increase the population of the village any more
Make sure there is flats for 1st time buyers/renting
To resist any future housing development in Quinton, as I feel it will inevitably change
Quinton - not for the better
Villages have a feel to them. Apart from the area around Poland Avenue, Upper and Lower
Quinton feel open airy and part of the rural landscape widening the village will ruin this
Road surfaces and pavements
It’s important that we have 3 farms in the village but they are very small and would suffer
from further loss of land
Retain a good mix of in the villages age groups
Too late for CV37 8SZ, Corbett House and Main Road
Retain existing built up area boundaries
Any new development should be of high quality architectural design using high quality
materials and should be in keeping with the size, scale and urban density of the existing
built environment. Any new development should complement and enhance the area
Safeguard and protect the existing built environment the distinctive character of Quinton
through ensuring it is not enlarged and effectively resisting continued developmental
creep.
Retain existing built up area boundaries
Any new development should be of high quality architectural design using high quality
materials and should be in keeping with the size, scale and urban density of the existing
built environment. Any new development should complement and enhance the area
Safeguard and protect the existing built environment the distinctive character of Quinton
through ensuring it is not enlarged and effectively resisting continued developmental
creep.
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What priorities should the Neighbourhood Plan have in protecting Quinton's
natural environment? If other, please explain below
Builders should have to keep the roads clean - especially in bad weather. Mud
everywhere.
Shame the woodland in front of Quinton Care Home has been cut down for 4 new houses!
Roads most important. Our roads around will not cope with all our traffic. Infrastructure
around development i.e. roads!
Only let them build if they pay for new roads, roundabouts and rail link
Keep open grass spaces free
I want Quinton to remain a village. I do not want it to spread and grow. As Quinton has
met its share of housing requirement, please resist agreeing to any further housing
development
Preserve existing agricultural land
Seek to develop new footpaths that connect the villages more easily with footpaths
beyond
Please keep levels of radiation down. No masts in villages. Put them on industrial sites
across the road
Just not going for cheapest solution
Any new development should be very high quality using quality materials, much higher
quality than the very poor quality housing that has been allowed to be built in Quinton
and should be of a size and scale to match the older buildings in the village
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Which three of the following are most important to you – Green Spaces? If
other, please explain below
The contractors Thomas Fox used by SDC leave grass cuttings behind and grass on road
which looks a sight!
Who will pay for extra cost to the above?
Does it really matter what we say!!
Replace dead and dying trees which form part of landscaping in estates etc - better care
on grassed areas etc
More proper parking places too many use pavements or grassed areas
More bins need to be provided to try and neutralise the amount of rubbish left around our
village
The setting up of a community management committee with volunteers to take on. The
sharing of the responsibility to care for what we have and need to protect
The existing green spaces should be conserved, and exceptional circumstances must be
just that, not casually passed off
Decide now when to stop building houses on green land before it’s all gone
We need more support for our national footpaths - sign posts, parking, care of paths
themselves
No more development on the existing green spaces and surrounding fields.
All the existing green spaces and surrounding fields should be protected from any new
development
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Given that Quinton may have some further development in the next 15 years,
are there any specific areas or green spaces in the Parish that should be
protected? Please describe in the box below. Please identify by giving the
nearest street name and by using North, South, East or West indications.
?
1. Higher Quinton Green. 2. Land next to Church - opposite the Firs. 3.Land either side of
road out of Higher Quinton to Campden Road.
All
All areas should be protected for children to grow and develop. Village is large enough as
it is. School playing fields should be protected
All current farmland
All existing green areas around the village. Any additional building to concentrate outside
Quinton. Our green areas are already greatly depleted- no more!
All farmland
All farmland in Quinton should be preserved and playing field.
All farmland should be protected especially Goose Lane.
All fields close to Meon Hill/Taylors Lane, Upper Quinton
All fields south of Lower Quinton, meeting Upper Quinton and south up to the hill and over
All green spaces in parish should be protected - no more houses
All green spaces should be protected
All green spaces should be protected
All of it
All of it
All of it should be protected. I'm totally against any further development in the parish of
Quinton. I feel we have enough houses being built on Meon Vale. A lot of the residents
on Meon Vale aren't local people! Councillors need to take a close look at Meon Vale and
learn from mistakes! Unless something changes drastically our village will start to
resemble Lighthorne Heath! Lower Quinton has had enough houses - Cameron Homes!
The land on Goose lane will be shortly developed!
All of it, it’s a village not a town
All of it.
All of Quinton
All of the area of outstanding natural beauty which is Upper Quinton area should be
protected from future development
All of them
All of them
All of them
All of them. There is no room for more development. We are full.
All outside proposed BUAB should be protected
All outside the boundary, roads are not suitable for extra traffic. Pollution
All protected
All should be left - kept a village!
All should be protected
All the green spaces around Quinton should be protected also the allotments should be
too
All views to Meon Hill. Routes to Upper Quinton.
All. Quinton parish is built up enough
Allotments on Back Lane, fields between Back Lane and The Close, church grounds, fields
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between edge of village and Campden Road
Any building within the parish should be at a low level to avoid restricting the existing
views to Meon Hill and towards the church and open countryside on all sides of the village
Any existing agricultural land
Any fields in front of Meon Hill, restrict any build to village entirely
Any fields in front of Meon Hill. Restrict any build to village entirely
Any fields viewed from Taylors Lane towards Meon Hill, field in Hill Lane on the right going
up, behind the barn on the green
Any land surrounding Meon Hill
AONB areas should be protected
AONB should be protected, public footpaths should be protected
Area around the church
Area around the church / Meon Hill / Field next to Millfield Close
Area south of church from Lower Meon to Goose Lane i.e in front of Meon Hill.
Areas surrounding the church and to the north west of the village
Around the church the space should be preserved to maintain its presence
As many as possible
Awaiting outside the suggested boundaries as views, light pollution, noise etc would all
cause distress to local, long term residents. South - towards Upper Quinton.
Back Lane allotments. Please resist further developments, as I feel this is the only way to
preserve the village identity of Quinton
Built up area boundary should give sufficient space for development - development
outside the boundary should be resisted
Church Field behind the churchyard. The allotments field on Back Lane. The fields around
College Farm by Main Road and Back Lane.
Considering developers always get their way whatever the views of the locals, I fail to see
the point
Currently wildlife is being displaced by developments, including brownfield sites such as
airfield, it would be preferable to see any small scale developments kept to existing farm
land or brownfield immediately adjacent to existing village. This should also contain green
corridors to allow wildlife to move more easily. The area around Meon Hill needs
protection.
Doesn't matter, no one listens!
Everywhere that is a green space and open spaces such as fields etc
Existing agricultural land including that between Back Lane, main road and the close
Field behind St Swithins church, Lower Quinton / The green, the orchard, Taylors Lane to
Campden Road Upper Quinton. Main road Lower Quinton leading to Campden Road
Field between the close and back lane = the last green space north of main road so kids
can see cars. Anything left of College Farm after new housing on there - again, green
space in village, Upper Quinton village green and up into the hill fort
Field opposite college farm, fields opposite allotments, other fields on site near Brake
House with path going all from Back Lane. Village pond and 2 greens upper and lower
Quinton
Field opposite Cottage Farm. Fields opposite the allotments belonging to the Higgins
family and other fields on the side near to the Brake House with footpath going off from
village pond and 2 greens in upper and lower Quinton
Fields between upper and lower Quinton
Fields either side of Goose Lane, to keep upper and lower Quinton identity as it has
always been
Fields either side of Main Road down to the junction with the B4632. Fields alongside
Goose Lane leading to Upper Quinton.
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Fields to the west of both Quinton’s must be retained for agriculture to avoid the village
becoming attached to, and thus subsumed in, the Meon Vale & garden village
developments.
Football field
Friday Street / Playing field
From land between Lower Quinton and Upper Quinton - Goose Lane
Given the excessive amount of housing neighbouring the Quinton villages, there should be
no need for any additional developments within Quinton.
Goose Lane
Goose Lane - north from Upper Quinton. Fields between Upper and Lower Quinton should
be kept free of building - no joining up of the two villages.
Goose Lane east west and southwest / Old Bakery farm east / All fields around the hill
Goose Lane fields and allotment round back lane
Goose Lane north and south
Green and orchard at Upper Quinton
Green at Upper Quinton, playing field Lower Quinton
Hill Lane Upper Quinton / Meon Hill area
I believe other than those already being developed on, no further developments should be
made. The infrastructure is not in place and the school etc should be top priority
I live in Edmonds Close! We tried to defend two small areas of open green space from
development! We failed! And as a result we will have a small Close that is rammed with
houses that need not be there. But we will suffer the consequence of having 8 additional
properties horseshoed into our Close. We were ignored by all concerned with planning. I
cannot imagine that things will change much to the resident’s advantage in 15 years’
time, it is fine to be asked to comment, but the main planning damage has already been
done because the planning authorities do not have to listen to residents.
I live on Meon Vale
I live on Meon Vale.
I think some virtue in keeping this sense of a long village which gives visual access at
least to more houses
I think we should be protecting all green spaces in Lower Quinton.
It's hard to comment as we are so new.
Land behind the primary school field and demolished garages on St Swithins Drive.
Land between lower and upper Quinton south of Meon medical centre to south houses on
Bastyan Avenue
Land to the east of Quinton - The Firs Friday Street / Land on or in close proximity to
Meon Hill / Upper Quinton green / Playing fields
Land to the left and right of the Main Road as you enter Quinton from Campden Road. The
land behind Quinton house and school
Land to the west and east of Goose Lane. The villages should be kept separate
Lawyers field adjacent to Meon Close, either side of Taylors Lane
Lawyers field Upper Quinton
Leave Quinton alone it’s beautiful as it is
Lower Quinton - All fields on Back Lane, next to allotments, all fields and green spaces by
village hall and all fields around church / Upper Quinton - All fields around open green / If
further development is needed use fields off Campden Road at start of village, it will keep
the traffic from coming into main village
Lower Quinton has had more than enough development whilst Upper Quinton has seen
little development. Area around church should be protected
Lower Quinton park (behind flats by post office) / Lower Quinton green / Upper Quinton
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green
Lower Quinton playing fields / Upper Quinton greens
Main road - fields opposite Vicarage Farm. Fields behind Quinton nursing home and
school, rest of fields off Goose Lane heading towards Upper Quinton. Basically, all
remaining fields and green space within the parish
Main road through the village facing towards Meon Hill
Main Street any adjacent land. Back Lane all the adjacent land, land surrounding the
church
Main Street field north Back Lane west and east
Main street/the firs and area around the church
Maintain a good access to greenway
Maintain division between Upper and Lower Quinton.
Maintain the green space between Lower and Upper Quinton.
Meon Hill
Meon Hill
Meon Hill
Meon Hill
Meon Hill
Meon Hill
Meon Hill - protect from further development / The fields next to and below Quinton
garages - between College Farm and LQ garages. These are the surviving lungs of the
village and make it rural
Meon Hill and surrounding area
Meon Hill and surrounding fields
Meon Hill and the AONB should be protected from development. South Warwickshire has
a small AONB and it should be prized, especially since it is used by so many people. Infill
houses off the hill, in the AONB are acceptable
Meon Hill and the green upper Quinton. The length of Taylors Lane not currently
developed
Meon Hill and the surrounding fields need to be protected at all costs.
Meon Hill area
Meon Hill area of outstanding natural beauty, ridge and furrow field on B4632 near
Vicarage Farm fields and allotments and duck pond by the pub fields by the church
Meon Hill side of the village
Meon Hill, land bordering corner of main road and Goose Lane
Meon Hill, land bordering Main Road and Goose Lane designated as parkland by Noakes
Bomford
Minimal growth in Goose Lane / Minimal development within village on current green
spaces either side of the road through it e.g. Corbett House
Most of the green spaces round Quinton are farmland which makes the area so attractive.
There is the green of course in Upper Quinton that qualifies as a green space, which
should be protected at all costs
Need to maintain the corridor of green land (farm fields) between Upper and Lower
Quinton
No
No
No building on or near the Meon Hill fields or even on the near slopes as you drive from
Stratford-on-Avon to Quinton, the view would spoil forever.
No development near the church. No development in any of the fields to the south and
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east of the church so that the entrance to the village from the east is protected and
remains as it currently is. No development in the fields along Back Lane No more
development outside the existing village building line
No land around Meon hill that is not already built upon. With the 4000 homes already
planned for the airfield plus possible change of use for land in Meon Vale is not enough
No more building up the green or Mill Lane. Quinton is a lovely village and should remain
a village, with Meon Vale being built and a new development on the airfield it is not
necessary for more houses in Quinton, the roads cannot cope
No more by the new proposed Quinton fields, no building on the field by Goose
Lane/Meon medical centre
No more development this is a village, we have it left as a village, this is why we came to
live here. Enough development on B4652 which will cause traffic chaos
No more houses in conjunction with St Swithins Wood Development. No more houses, too
congested now.
No more houses! All natural habitats at risk, very little wildlife compared with 40 years
ago
No more new developments
No new developments close to the road as you enter the village from the Campden Road
No opinion
None
None
North and Millfield Close
North of Millfield Close and the area South-East of the Church and Cemetery.
North of the close
Not to build on the green in Upper Quinton, the recreation ground Lower Quinton
Open and expansive views already from the village which gives it is feel towards Stratford
- Preston - Meon Hill
Playing field (close to village hall) / In between Lower Quinton and Upper Quinton
Playing field (The Close). The 1/2 field opposite the old people’s place. The fields behind
Quinton House Nursing Home, the school and St Swithins Drive (on to the playing field).
Please remember you can manufacture most things. The one thing you cannot produce,
green belt land (once gone forever lost)
Preserve the 'old' east side of the village near and around the church.
Preserve the views towards Meon Hill and around the oldest part of the village by the
church, pub and pond
Protect the allotments on Back Lane in particular. Please resist any further housing
development
Quinton glebe allotments near Back Lane
Quinton has 2 farms right in the centre of the village which are owned by Magdalen
College, Oxford. This land gives Quinton its rural character and should be protected. The
fields between lower and upper Quinton on Goose Lane, the fields along Taylors Lane,
Upper Quinton and fields on Back Lane, Lower Quinton, fields between Lower Quinton and
Admington and along the Hidcote Road
Quinton is a village not a town. No more houses.
Quinton park, opposite College Farm
Remaining farmland around college farm and farm land around Quinton Parish Church.
Searching questions must be asked as to why there should be further development within
the next 15 years?
Smaller additions are easier on the village instead of mass building
South either side of Goose Lane, land north of Milfield and behind school Henneys Farm
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South either side of Goose Lane. North - the strip next Swithin wood to the school.
Henneys Farm
South of the church to protect Meon Hill and outlook onto it
South of Upper Quinton and all of Meon Hill. North and south of Taylors Lane. South of
main road up to Meon Hill. East and west of Back Lane
Stay within boundary
Strategic gap areas which exist between Meon Vale and proposed airfield development
must be maintained so ensure Quinton identity
The AONB
The AONB should be protected and the farm land that seems to be fair game for
developers these days
The area around the church should be protected. No development should be allowed in
the fields to the east and south if the church in lower Quinton. No development should be
allowed outside the current building line in lower and upper Quinton.
The area around the pub and church - the green and pond
The area to the south and east of Lower and Upper Quinton should be maintained as
farmland - protecting the views of Meon Hill and St Swithins Church. Also, a green space
barrier should be maintained between Meon Vale and Quinton and between Upper and
Lower Quinton
The area to the south of Lower Quinton including Meon Hill, the area of Back Lane
The field directly behind the school must be preserved for open space for the children to
play. There is a development proposed for this and it cannot be approved
The field opposite St Swithins doctors
The fields beside the church, opposite the firs, Lower Quinton should be protected from
building one to its proximity to an ancient listed building
The fields leading to Campden Road from Stileman/Thakeray estate
The fields on both sides of Goose Lane to prevent lower and upper Quinton becoming one
large village. Any development which encroaches on Meon Hill
The fields surrounding the Church to the South and East.
The graveyard. The playing fields at the village hall. The school playing field
The green
The green and Hill Lane, Millfield Close and Taylors Lane in Upper Quinton
The green in Upper Quinton
The green in Upper Quinton with the orchard next to it. Meon Hill. Land between Upper
and Lower Quinton off Goose Lane. The field east of the church. The playing fields
The Green in Upper Quinton. The playing fields attached to the village hall.
The green space between Meon Vale and Upper Quinton, Upper Quinton and Lower
Quinton as well as sizeable green buffering between Lower Quinton and the 'to be'
developed Garden Village on Long Marston Airfield should be protected from all but
individual developments. Existing green spaces within the villages should be preserved.
Specifically The Green in Upper Quinton.
The green space between Upper and Lower Quinton in a block all the way down the main
road should be protected to keep the three villages district and avoid the development of
one much larger urban area. e.g. main road east, Taylors Lane west, Goose Lane north
and main road to the south
The green Upper Quinton
The green Upper Quinton, Hill Lane / Goose Lane / Taylors Lane
The green, Upper Quinton, recreation ground, Lower Quinton
The green, Upper Quinton. Each way of Goose Lane, between villages
The greenway, Woodland Walk. The fields between the villages of Meon Vale, Upper and
Lower Quinton.
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The historic cricket pitch situated at the back of the firs should be retained. The existing
village hall and playing field should be retained
The older part of the village by the green and around the church those green fields should
be left protected. No further development on that side of the village
The playing fields by the village hall. The fields to the west of Goose Lane between Upper
and Lower Quinton The allotments in Back Lane
The rookery adjacent to the Quinton house nursing home is a big concern, this needs to
be protected
The space around the church, village green and pond
The space between Lower and Upper Quinton in Goose Lane should be preserved to
protect the separate identity of the two villages. Future development should be away from
this side of the village to preserve the view of Meon Hill. The area around the church
particularly to the south and east should be protected
The Swithins wood development is a joke. High density housing with no architectural or
aesthetic appeal and of little no merit to Lower Quinton
The trees in the grounds of Quinton house nursing home have had a rockery in them for
100 years this rookery should not be disturbed
The village green Upper Quinton. The playing fields next to the village hall Lower Quinton
The village hall fields, fields in the village
There are a number of key green fields within Quinton that should be considered very
important to the character of the village; they should be protected where possible. New
development should take place where possible on brownfield/previously developed land
They all need protecting!
This is a village, leave it as that!
To keep fields between Lower and Upper Quinton and between Quinton and Meon Vale
To the rear of Friday Street / The Firs open farmland
Too much development already
Try somewhere else. Not here thank you.
Upper and Lower Quinton should remain 2 separate areas, not become one sprawl.
Upper Quinton and Lower Quinton should remain distinct i.e. there should be no more
building on either side of the road between the new Meon Fields development and Upper
Quinton
Upper Quinton green
Upper Quinton green / Bakers farm and surrounding farm land both Upper and Lower
Quinton, Back Lane
Upper Quinton green / Lower Quinton playing field by village hall
Upper Quinton green, area around church
Upper Quinton green, green outside of the pub
Upper Quinton Green, Meon Hill
Upper Quinton Green. Land either side (south and north) of Taylors Lane to preserve view
up to Meon Hill. Field on west side of Hill Lane Upper Quinton to preserve views of
Malvern’s. Area south west of Quinton to preserve views of church.
Upper Quinton village green / Village approaches from Campden Road
Village Green (outside college arms) The Green - upper Quinton.
Village green in Upper Quinton, Meon Hill, the field opposite the firs - to the east of the
church
Village green Upper Quinton and land to west of village green backing on to Dobbie Road
/ All fields to west of Dobbie Road to its junction with B4632 / All fields to west of
Edmonds Close to its boundary with B4632
village hall and school playing fields
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Village should lengthen not widen to keep its openness, fields after church and after
Manor House on exit of village towards Preston
Why developments when there are thousands of houses on airfield
With the fort on Meon Hill as the centre of a radius of at least 3 miles
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Quinton Parish enjoys largely open views of the countryside and of Meon Hill.
Our historic church is also visible from many parts of the Quinton Parish. Please
indicate below which views (if any) you value and believe need protecting
when/if new developments are being considered.
1. The view from Taylors Lane when arriving at the village green in Upper Quinton. 2. The
view from the village green towards Meon Hill. View all around should be protected.
Across the fields from Magdalen Close out towards Stratford on Spencers Land. It will
spoil a perfect view.
All
All
All
All beyond proposed BUAB
All England will be a concrete jungle soon. You'll regret it in 50 years’ time.
All existing open views need protecting.
All fields close to Meon Hill/Taylors Lane, Upper Quinton
All of AONB Meon Hill area and church area
All of it
All of the above. The church is significant as it identifies our village, also the view of Meon
Hill needs protecting as does our open views which obviously with the building of Quinton
fields and St Swithin wood we have already lost most of that
All of the current views
All of the views
All of the views
All of the views are important to maintain the 'village' character
All of them
All of them
All of them
All of them
All of them of they are gone forever
All of them, why spoil a beautiful village/parish
All of them. It is a privilege to be surrounded by such beautiful countryside and to have
such a lovely view at our door step
All of them. No more houses
All protected
All the remaining open views
All the views mentioned need protecting
All the views we have at present
All view of Meon Hill.
All views
All views
All views are in need of protection. Please let us keep what is left.
All views are valued, uncontrolled development impacts on natural beauty of the area
All views facing south, the church and all buildings of 100yrs plus
All views of Meon Hill, no need for anymore green land anywhere to be used
All views should be protected
All views should be protected for existing residents, church, Meon Hill and countryside
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All views south towards the hill from any point / Also the view north over the fields from
College Farm / The view from the west of the village looking east towards the church.
Goose Lane for example
All views they are beautiful leave them like it
All views to Meon Hill.
All views towards Meon Hill (its 2500 years old) it’s an ancient monument, do not ruin it!
Also, all views at the pub end of the village (beyond church, allotments, community
playing field)
All views! I want to live in a village not a town
All views, so village remains open and does not feel claustrophobic
All. The church view is core to the village and can be seen for miles around. This needs to
maintained as it is part of the village's character
Any degeneration of the views of open countryside should not be allowed
Any views of Meon Hill
Around the church and countryside views of Meon Hill
As above
As above
As described above.
As many as possible.
As suggested in the question it is very important to retain the views of both the church
and of the Meon Hills. Also the farm land area on both sides of the road as you enter the
village from Campden Road. If this last area was built up it would totally spoil the views
entering the village.
Back Lane Lower Quinton / Taylors Lane Upper Quinton
Both mentioned; unfortunately the other view we valued has now been built on!
Both Meon Hill and the church
Both of the afore mentioned and all the other countryside views which can be enjoyed
from the footpaths in the area
Both upper and lower Quinton village greens. Extend the other end of village connecting
to Meon vale.
Church
Church
Church and approaches to Meon Hill
Church and Meon Hill
Church and Meon Hill
church and Meon hill
church and Meon hill
Church and Meon Hill - can't think of any others.
Church is a landmark and lit up at night, no buildings should obstruct any view
Church Meon Hill
Church, countryside in general
Church, Meon Hill
Church, Meon Hill, farmland around us
Church, Meon Hill, general open countryside
Church, open view to Meon Hill
Coming from Admington into Quinton you see the lovely church with its windows on the
left
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Consider all new developments are totally unsuitable
Considering that the new development down Goose Lane will block the view of Meon Hill
and the church for many I would say you are a bit late
Countryside and Meon Hill
Countryside views
Definitely the view of Meon Hill needs protecting!
Existing views should all be protected
Far more dwellings in Quinton don't have a view than do! That is because developers
cram little boxes on to land. Millfield is better than Fordway / Park Lane and
Styleman/Thackeray, you can't go outside the built up area boundary without making it
more urban than ever
Fields, Meon Hill, Church View
Future development should not take away the views of Meon Hill from the main road and
Goose Lane and central areas of the village. The view of the church across the fields from
Campden Road should be preserved where possible and more importantly from within the
village looking east and west from either side of the church
I live on Meon Vale
I live on Meon Vale
I would agree that views of the church and Meon Hill need protecting.
If the planners want to build more houses near the Meon hill they should build bungalows
in this area as more are needed and to keep the views.
It is the biggest and iconic piece of history in Quinton.
Keeping land between Upper and Lower Quinton development free and as Upper and
Lower.
Leave things alone!
Meon fields and hill
Meon Hill
Meon Hill
Meon Hill
Meon Hill
Meon Hill
Meon Hill
Meon Hill
Meon Hill
Meon Hill
Meon Hill
Meon Hill
Meon Hill
Meon Hill
Meon Hill
Meon Hill
Meon Hill
Meon Hill
Meon Hill
Meon Hill
Meon Hill
Meon Hill
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Meon Hill
Meon Hill
Meon hill
Meon Hill - Church
Meon Hill - surrounding fields, Upper Quinton green
Meon Hill - those properties who have upper views of the countryside
Meon Hill / Church
Meon Hill / Church
Meon Hill / Church / Pub
Meon Hill / Lower Clopton
Meon Hill / Street view of areas of green and church
Meon Hill / The church / View towards Stratford from Millfield Close
Meon Hill / Views of the historic church into and out of the church
Meon Hill and Church
Meon Hill and church
Meon Hill and church
Meon Hill and church - the old part of the village ought to become a conservation area i.e.
Friday Street and main road around
Meon Hill and Church are important.
Meon Hill and church, fields surrounding the village
Meon Hill and church. Protecting older part of the village - conservation area - Friday
Street etc
Meon Hill and its surroundings, views from behind the school across fields
Meon Hill and open views visible to church
Meon Hill and St Swithins church
Meon Hill and surrounding area. Upper Quinton village green.
Meon Hill and surrounding views
Meon Hill and the church
Meon Hill and The Church
Meon Hill and the Church.
Meon Hill and the green upper Quinton. The length of Taylors Lane not currently
developed and the church
Meon Hill and the open views all around it
Meon Hill but again no one takes any notice!
Meon Hill from St Swithins
Meon Hill is part of the history of the village and its view should be protected. The church
and its surroundings is a tranquil oasis in a busy world and should not be disturbed or its
view impeded
Meon Hill must not be obscured and the churches view from B4265 showing character of
rural community must be preserved
Meon Hill the views across fields at rear of playing fields/village hall
Meon Hill, church
Meon Hill, church
Meon Hill, church
Meon Hill, church
Meon Hill, church, all surrounding fields - particularly undulating areas
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Meon Hill, church, all surrounding fields, particularly undulating ones
Meon Hill, church, high street, village green
Meon Hill, church, open aspects to the rear of the firs etc
Meon Hill, farmland, church
Meon Hill, fields in Upper Quinton and church
Meon Hill, open countryside, church
Meon Hill, Quinton church
Meon Hill, Taylors Lane, Quinton church
Meon Hill. Church. Pub and Pond.
Meon Hill. Countryside views.
Meon Hill. General countryside and green spaces.
Meon Hill. Lower Quinton Church Spire.
Meon Hill. Ridge and furrow fields/farm land on northern boundary between Quinton
house car home and playing field
Meon Hill. The countryside leading up to the hill. The church
Meon Hill. Upper Quinton Green.
Meon Hill. Views north from behind school and from Back Lane. Views east from Goose
Lane
Meon Hill. Village church.
Meon must be kept maintain walking access to Warwickshire
Meon Vale, fields
Most of Lower Quinton enjoys a good view of Meon Hill - this should not be compromised
by any developments. No development should be allowed between the church and the hill
nor should any new housing be allowed within 200 yds. of the east end of the church.
My house is called 'field view cottage' but unfortunately the field I overlook has been
developed and I now see people’s kitchens and bathrooms. I believe all green spaces
should be reserved
No building near the church or beyond the corner leading out the village road too narrow.
No further development of Quinton fields Lower Quinton
No house or on by Meon Hill
No new buildings should be constructed in the original old part of village adjacent to
church/pub
No new development. That will solve this problem.
No opinion
Open aspect behind school and Quinton nursing home Meon Hill - fields at both sides of
Main Street and junction of B4632
Open views behind school affecting Magdalen Close and Mill Close and small development
next to school. It is a jewel in the crown! Not to be destroyed by houses, cars and bins
Open views of Meon Hill
Open views of Meon Hill, unimpeded by masts or tall buildings. Existing views to church
should be preserved
Our historic church, Meon Hill
Our village should be visual from all roads
Over the next decade there will not be any green spaces. The big building companies
have made their presence felt. In Stratford and in all villages, and prime green belt. They
have only one motive (greed) and build houses as cheaply and badly as you can get away
with. Persons in power do not seem to realise how small the British isle is
Protect all open views - no more housing needed
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Protect the historic, unique rural views
Protect them all.
Protection of church all views / Protection of Meon Hill all views
Quinton church and Meon Hill
Quinton fields will spoil the open views of Meon Hill and will spoil our village
Ridge and furrow fields north of the school and properties on that boundary
School playground and field / Upper Quinton green / Outside doctors, Goose Lane by the
church
Seems it is too late for the church from Goose Lane or Meon Hill from main road due to
new development on field corner of main road
Southern access from Admington should be protected
Southern access to village from Admington should be protected
Taylors Lane up to Meon Hill
The above view is clearly not shared by Stratford planning department hence approval to
the Bamford development off Goose Lane. Pity the residents of Goose Lane and St
Swithins Drive who will lose sight of the church and Meon Hill and now planning are
seeking to acquire the field of Millfield Close for development. I despair. There are others
- land to east of Quinton House and the field adjacent to main road
The area in front of Meon Hill must be protected
The area surrounding the church / The area surrounding Meon Hill
The church and Meon Hill
The church and Meon hill and near surrounds
The church and village pub
The Church, hill and from our windows.
The church. Meon Hill and existing fields
The green and Hill Lane, Millfield Close and Taylors Lane in Upper Quinton and St Swithins
church
The green at Upper Quinton and the open space in front of the College Arms. The open
spaces in Thackeray/Styleman Close and in new developments on the Fordway and
Millfield should also be preserved
The Hill
The Hill, The Church, The Farms.
The lane towards duck pond and College Arms from Campden Road. The land from Upper
Quinton to Campden Road. My other favourite view is already being built on - Goose
Lane/Main Road to Meon Hill
The night time view of the church when lit, church can be seen from main road and would
not want to lose this to any tall developments
The open space between Upper and Lower Quinton allows a view of the church.
The open views from the back of Quinton House, the school, the allotments right across
Back Lane to Little Willicote. The church, and Meon Hill from back of church. Try and keep
all development close to Campden Road B4632
The open views rapidly disappearing due to the developments at Long Marston airfield
and Meon Vale - need protecting for the benefit of the community. The green spaces
should be protected from any further development, all of AONB Meon Hill and church area
The openness is the big one, the church and pub are set from the road - so are already
preserved
The view from Goose Lane needs protecting
The view from The Fordway in Lower Quinton, one of the reasons we continue to live in
the village is the view of Meon Hill behind us
The view of Meon Hill
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The view of Meon Hill and the Church.
The view of Meon Hill and the church. Any fields still not built on.
The view of Meon Hill from any point is worth retaining
The view of Meon Hill from the B4632. The view of Meon Hill and the church from Back
Lane. Views from the road to Admington
The view of Meon Hill from The Firs needs protecting.
The view of Meon Hill when approached via Goose Lane
The view of the church with the hill in the background. The lovely views of Meon Hill from
the B4632, Back Lane, Taylors Lane and Goose Lane. The view to the church from Goose
Lane
The view of the steeple on the church from Goose Lane.
The view to the north of Millfield Close
The view towards Meon Hill
The view towards Meon Hill as you enter the village from the Campden Road
The views around the church and around Upper Quinton need protection
The views from the Church towards the Meon Hill and from Upper Quinton towards the
Church need protecting
The views from Upper Quinton and the road towards Hidcote and Meon Hill east of the
Church.
The views of Meon and views both of and from the multitude of listed buildings within
Quinton are deserving of effective and permanent protection.
The views of Meon Hill and the church
The views of Meon Hill from the church and to the church. The view from the pub to Meon
Hill. The views of the hill from Back Lane and Taylors Lane. The church from Back Lane
and Taylors Lane
These views should be protected
Too late for view of Meon Hill from Main Road through Lower Quinton.
Towards Meon Hill
Value all views that we are lucky to have
Value the view of Meon Hill with no buildings on it or near it, the view of the church, the
green in upper Quinton, the green opposite the college arms and the nearby pond. The
field opposite cottage farm that has cows grazing in it and the fields down Back Lane and
footpath near the Brake House
Value the view of Meon Hill with no buildings on it or near it. The view of the church, the
green in Upper Quinton. The green opposite the college arms and nearby pond. The field
opposite college farm, the fields down Back Lane and footpath next Brake House
View across to Long Marston
View from the east on entering the village. View from Goose Lane, all of Meon Hill from
every viewpoint in Upper and Lower Quinton
View of church especially as you enter the village from the east. Views up to Meon Hill
from the village. Views to the village when approaching from Back Lane.
View of church from Admington and Ilmington Road / View of Meon Hill from Main road
and Taylors Lane / View of church from B4632 and Back Lane
View of historic church across lower part of field designated for 44 houses, designated as
a green or park by Noakes/Bromford. Also views of Meon Hill
View of Meon Hill
View of Meon Hill
View of Meon Hill from Taylors Lane. View of Church from Chipping Camden Road B4632.
View of church from east. View of the Malvern’s from Hill Lane.
View of Meon Hill should be preserved at all cost i.e. there should be no more building
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south of the village green in Upper Quinton
View of Meon Vale and church
View of the church, views of Meon Hill
View of the hill and countryside beyond
View of the Meon - Keeping Upper Quinton - 'Upper' and not letting in become part of
Quinton.
View of the Meon Hill from as many aspects as possible within and from the village.
View onto Meon Hill
View up hill and church
Views across to Meon Hill from Corbet House, views of the church
Views of and from the church area
Views of and towards Meon Hill should be preserved.
Views of Meon Hill and surrounding countryside
Views of Meon Hill and surrounding countryside - so important in stressful modern day
living. The church is also a beacon and its view
Views of Meon Hill from all directions and views of fields and woodland to the east
Views of Meon Hill from Goose Lane
Views of Meon Hill from main road
Views of Meon Hill from the main part of the village (already being blocked when the new
Quinton Fields gets built!) And views around the church.
Views of Meon Hill, the church and farmland
Views of Meon Hill, views of church
Views of the church and hill
Views of the church and Meon Hill should be protected
Views of the Church from all directions. Views of Mean Hill.
Views of the church in lower Quinton and the approach to the village from the east. Views
up to Meon Hill from the village and the area of outstanding beauty. Views to lower
Quinton from Back Lane approaching from the north
Views of the church, Meon Hill, across the fields, to the north of Lower Quinton, towards
Little Willicote, Willicote Farm, Radbrook Manor
Views of the Meon Hill, church and Back Lane
Views over the fields and Meon Hill
Views through Meon Hill
Views to Meon Hill
Village Church/Meon Hill/Fields behind primary school which have footpath.
Village green Upper Quinton and the central part of Lower Quinton e.g. College Arms,
pond, church and older buildings
When you drive down the narrow back road into Lower Quinton off main street Stratford
Road - the open view across the field and towards Meon Hill needs to be protected
With the fort on Meon Hill as the centre of a radius of at least 3 miles
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Are you intending to stay living in the Parish (health permitting)? If no, then
please comment below on why you are likely to move away.
Affordability. Please stop building 4-5 bed houses, young local people cannot afford, which
means we have to move! More affordable housing needed
As get older need better facilities that are easier to get to and not dependent on a car
Because of all the building, traffic and the noise. SDC is going to hell in a handcart. Bye
Bye!
Bus service
Don't know - move away with destruction of local character of village
Due to health reasons in the family it is likely that at some time in the future we will
move away but the time scale is not known. This will be dictated by the health issues
Due to over development of area and excessive social housing, I would consider moving
out of the area.
Due to the rate of housing development, may look to move to a smaller village. Quinton is
getting too big.
Fed up of living next to people who have no consideration of their neighbours
For work. My commute to work was 20 mins when we first moved here. Some weekdays
it can take that long just to get on to the Campden Road now. The total journey now
takes 1h15 minutes.
I don't enjoy living in Quinton as a young adult and all through growing up here, sad
really that Meon Vale was the best thing to happen to Quinton - providing us with leisure
activities and a decent shop with woodland walks
I intend to stay but too much development/urbanisation may change that
I know this form will go straight in the bin as it’s not what you want to hear which just
proves my point!
If building continues within Quinton then I will consider moving. I've been a very happy
resident up until recently. Meon Vale has completely changed my opinion!
Lower Quinton has become like a dual carriageway from 0630-0900 Monday-Friday.
Traffic noise and pollution is awful. With the extra housing developments being built and
planned, our village is losing its charm and ruralness.
More developments
Moving house for a more village like neighbourhood
Need to downsize / Public transport links not good enough for future needs if no longer
can drive
No respect from neighbours at all
No, if village is destroyed with the amount of building non-stop
Not able to drive in the future
Not if any more houses are built, I moved here from a town, this is now becoming a town
Once my 2 children are old enough to leave then I will be off, been here too long and not
really a fan.
Our voices aren't heard, work just carries on.
Over development, traffic, air and light pollution
Poor facilities
Quinton is turning into a town; we like to live in a village with a community feel. I do not
want to see any further expansion
The amount of housing development that is happening which is destroying the character
of the area and the loss of green space / Whilst I appreciate the new houses at Meon Vale
and Long Marston development are not included in the parish, being in such close
proximity will very likely also change character of the village
The noise and anti-social behaviour in Meon - don't feel safe
The quiet village is getting swamped with building work - lighting - noise - over populated
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- traffic to Stratford is awful.
The village is becoming too big. It will soon be a town not a village
Transport for me and my young son, no buses on a Sunday which limits what we can do.
We are looking to move pending the sale of our property. We would like more of a village
feel with a stronger community
We are moving back to S-U-A area. Don't want to live on an estate - village location better network - shops, transport links - we don't use M.V - miss pub, local community
feel.
We intend to stay but if further large developments occur, we will review our position.
Development along Taylors Lane would certainly push us into moving away.
We may move away in future if the current over-development of this area continues. It's
ridiculous to be told we need more housing so other areas can have less development.
This is losing its identity as a village!
Yes, however with all the development on Meon Vale and proposed development on Long
Marston airfield we are seriously considering moving area. I grew up in Long Marston and
love the rural area and it feels less and less rural

